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LITERACY THROUGH LITERATURE

by
Tammy Joy Cartwright
July, 1991

Research on literature based and skills based reading programs was
reviewed. Results showed that traditional basal programs, which are heavily
skill oriented, do not meet the reading styles of all students. Integrated
instruction which allows for a variety of learning activities can alleviate this
problem. Research also indicated that the reading experience must be
meaningful and motivating and that literature is an excellent means of
providing this component. Integrated units were developed based upon this
research evidence.

Conclusions and recommendations are discussed.
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CHAPTER 1
BACKGROUND OF THE STUDY
Introduction

The practice of using basal readers as the main source of reading
instruction has become a controversial issue in recent years.

Many

recommendations have been made to improve reading instruction, such as
using children's literature as the basis for instruction and designing programs
that meet the unique and individual learning styles of all students.
Partridge (1989) concludes that both basals and "real" books have a place in
reading instruction to accommodate those students who have a strong need
for structure and those who are predominantly global, tactile and kinesthetic
learners.

Statement of the Problem

Traditional reading and language programs in elementary classrooms
are not meeting the needs of all students.

Many students are unmotivated

and not interested by the materials and texts provided, along with those
who are frustrated by the instructional methods practiced in classrooms
because they are not conducive to their individual learning styles (Carbo,
1987). These problems are contributing to the educational crises and
illiteracy issue confronting America today.

Fortunately, there are answers

and solutions to these problems, several of which are explored in this
project.
1
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Purpose

or the

Study

The objective of this project is to provide teachers with holistic units
based on children's literature that meet a broader array of learning styles
than do traditional basal programs. These instructional units will include
reading, writing, listening, speaking, and critical thinking activities that are
meaningful and allow the reader to be an active participant.

General Background

or Study

Current professional journals and texts are filled with research that
advocates holistic reading instruction.

Difficulty was encountered when

reducing the amount of research to be read for this project because of the
volumes that are quickly accumulating.

However, in the. examination of

research, several researchers surfaced as contributing greatly to this field,
and although each was promotive of the whole language movement, a
difference in the degree of "purity" or wholism was noted.
For example, the Goodmans' (1972) earlier research on the
psycholinguist approach to teaching reading is relatively quite extreme. They
appear to believe in solely holistic methods and view traditional phonics
instruction as a meaningless, isolating way of teaching beginning reading.
Goldsmith (1985) counters this philosophy with other research which is
promotive of teaching phonics. She sums up her beliefs by saying:
The problem with both word-centered and psycholinguistic approaches is not that either has a wrong
basis for argument but that both claim too large a
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share of the field.

Essentially, both theories are

correct. It is in the insistence on dichotomizing that
error exists. Instead of asking which system is more
important, researchers must determine which balance
between the two approaches is optimal for various
combinations of readers and texts (p. 157).
Carbo (1987) also brings to the reading field research concerning the
importance of reading styles.

She presents the importance of identifying

individuals' styles and providing reading programs that match those styles.
Traditional approaches, such as phonics instruction and other analytical
approaches, are successful with analytical, or part-to-whole, learners.
However, the global, or whole-to-part, learners need more holistic
instruction.

They require high-interest literature and instruction that allows

them to be active, such as choral reading, writing, and drama.
An eclectic approach, which is flexible and diagnostic in nature,

appears to be the most successful method to teach reading (Partridge, 1989).
Because many schools require the use of a traditional basal program which
typically provides many skills-based lessons and materials, the needs of the
analytical learner are most likely being met.

However, the resources and

teacher training for the holistic reading program are often neglected. This
project and the ensuing units are meant to be a core part of a reading
program which is in need of a balance between the two dichotomies.
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Limitations of the Study

This project is limited for use with students who have interest and
reading levels between 3.0 and 6.0 grade levels.

literature was chosen with

a variety of interests and levels in mind, reflecting the nature and make-up
of students in typical intermediate classrooms.
Personal interests and values of the author also limited the selection
of books chosen for the study. Lists such as the Newberry Honor Award
and Young Readers' Choice Award were also consulted before final
selections were made.
Time is also a limitation.

Many more books are highly qualified to

be the focus of a project such as this, but time does not allow for such an
investment.
Resources and budgets in individual schools may limit the possibility
of whole-group studies which require each student to have a copy of the
literature.

Small group and individual structures may be alternatives to

reduce this limitation.
The philosophical foundations and training of the teacher utilizing the
literature units may also limit this project.

Holistic instruction cannot be

captured in worksheets, isolated activities, or a set of lesson plans.

It is a

philosophy that infiltrates an entire classroom and requires training and
practice in order to fully develop.

This project was designed with the

intention of its users already possessing a working knowledge of holistic
instruction and a belief in the effectiveness of the philosophy.
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Definitions of Terms

Analytical Learnin1 Style. A part-to-whole style of learning in which
isolated, sequential skills are found to be enjoyable and successful (Carbo,
1987, p. 199).

Authenticity. A key curricular attribute of whole language consisting of
students pursuing language activities out of genuine communicative intent
(Pearson, 1989, p. 233).

Basal Readin1 Approach. The teacher relies on a series of graded books,
with accompanying teachers' manuals, workbooks, and testing materials, to
teach students to read.

Basal readers are designed to be comprehensive,

developmental, continuous-progress programs that provide for the sequential
and systematic learning of all reading skills (Ekwall & Shanker, 1985,
p. 419).

Choral Readin1. Two or more students reading aloud at the same time
(Ekwall & Shanker, 1985, p. 278).

Children's Literature. Books that are not only read and enjoyed, but also
that have been written for children and that meet high literary and artistic
standards (Sutherland & Arbuthnot, 1986, p. 5).

Comprehension. Meaning gained from what is written on a page (when
read) or heard (when spoken) (Ekwall & Shanker, 1985, p. 419).
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Comprehension Strate&ies. Ways of using information to construct meaning
that will help students become both efficient and effective in using this
process (Goodman & Goodman, 1981, p. 5).

Developmental Readin1. The part of a reading ·program which takes pupils
who have made some beginning at reading and helps them to grow as
readers to expand on the base they have in effectiveness and efficiency
(Goodman and Goodman, 1981, p. 10).

Direct Instruction. A teaching approach that is academically focused,
sequential, and structured.

The teacher presents information to the students

and monitors the pacing and learning of the material (Ekwall & Shanker,
1985, p. 420).

Eclectic. Selecting and reconciling principles and opinions belonging to
different schools of thought (Webster's Dictionary, 1981, p. 120).

Effectiveness. When reading produces coherent meaning (Goodman and
Goodman, 1981, p. 2).

Efficiency. When reading uses the least amount of energy and input
necessary (Goodman and Goodman, 1981, p. 2).

Global I&arnin1 Style, A whole-to-part style of learning that requires both
high-interest reading materials that involve readers emotionally (especially
humor) and holistic reading methods (e.g., choral reading of stories, writing
of stories, listening to tape recordings) (Carbo, 1987, p. 198).
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Holistic Readina Instruction,

Instruction which is functional, natural,

genuine, and authentic in nature; readers read to construct their own
interpretation of texts written by authors whose purpose was to communicate
with an audience for reasons of entertainment, information, or persuasion
(Pearson, 1989, p. 232).

InteK[ation, The preservation of wholeness or integrity of literacy events in
which artificial boundaries are not set up between any two of the four
language functions -- reading, writing, speaking, and listening, or between
these functions and curriculum areas such as social studies and science
(Pearson, 1989, p. 233).

Kinesthetic/Tactile Learnina Style. A method of learning in which the
learner must use a variety of hands-on resources (e.g., computers, games,
typewriters) and needs a variety of active and movement-oriented materials
and experiences (e.g., acting in plays, pantomiming, drawing pictures and
then writing about them, creating and using puppets for storytelling, reading
directions in order to make a model) (Carbo, 1987, p. 198).

Literature Based Readina ProK[am. A program that primarily uses "real"
books to teach and foster literacy (Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989, p. 470).

Miscue Analysis. Studying the types of errors made by students while they
read orally.

The teacher analyzes the errors to help the student become a

more proficient reader (Ekwall & Shanker, 1985, p. 422).
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Peer-Interaction Groups. Small groups of students cooperatively discussing a
story with their peers, receiving feedback on their oral and written
questions, and commenting on the author's purpose (Hittleman, 1988, p. 112).

Psycholinpistics, A study of the language (linguistics) along with the
psychological aspects of the language (Ekwall & Shanker, 1985, p. 423).

Question-Answer Relationships lOARs}, An instructional strategy for
improving students' abilities to answer comprehension questions.

Students

are taught four ways to locate answers in a reading passage, looking for
both explicit and implicit information, and drawing upon personal
experiences and opinions (Helfeldt & Henk, 1990, p. 509).

Recigrocal Ouestionina=, The teacher and students, individually or in a
group, taking turns teaching and asking questions about a passage
(Hittleman, 1988, p. 121).

Semantic Feature Analysis. A classification instructional strategy which
effectively demonstrates the relationships between concepts within a category
(Anders & Bos, 1986, p. 610).

Semantic Mappina= or Semantic Webbina=, A visual organizer created to
show relationships among groups of information (Hittleman, 1988, p. 141).

Virtual Experience, Experience which we do not physically participate in,
but which is, nonetheless, experience (Galda, 1990, p. 247).
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Nature and Order of Presentation

Chapter One discusses the background of the study, including the
statement of the problem, the purpose of the study, the research background
of the project, the limitations of the study, and the definitions of terms.
Chapter Two summarizes the research found in the periodicals, texts,
and articles about literature based instruction and the general conclusion
reached by the author.
The objectives are restated in Chapter Three and the procedures used
to develop this project are also outlined in this portion of the project.
Chapter Four presents the actual project, eight literature based units
for integrated language instruction in intermediate classrooms.
Finally, in Chapter Five, the author summarizes the project and
makes conclusions and recommendations concerning the study.
bibliography and appendices follow Chapter Five.

A

CHAPTER 2

REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE
Introduction

Strategies for teaching reading have recently come under close
scrutiny by the pedagogical field.

Skills based basals are being challenged,

while the Whole Language movement is quickly becoming a noted
philosophy. Tunnell and Jacobs (1989) advocate that using a literature
based reading program, which follows the philosophies of Whole Language,
is a natural and successful method for children to become competent
readers.

Tunnell and Jacobs (1989) stated that:

Those who use literature based reading instruction to
challenge the basal tradition boast stunning levels of
success with all types of students and particularly with
disabled and uninterested readers.

Recently the

Whole Language movement, which has gained great
momentum in the 1980's, has given renewed attention
to individualized reading -- redefining and refining the
process which primarily uses "real" books to teach and
foster literacy.

(p. 470)
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Comparative Studies

A landmark study was conducted by Cohen (1968) which compared a
control group of 130 students in second grade involved in a basal reading
program to 155 students in an experimental group who were taught using a
literature component along with regular instruction. The New York City
schools were chosen because of the low socio-economic backgrounds of the
students, which likely was the · cause of the academic delays they were
suffering.
Fifty selected children's picture books were read aloud to the
experimental group.

Vocabulary, structure, and syntax were not controlled,

but left in their natural form.

Follow up was conducted with meaning

related activities and the children could explore the books on their own
thereafter.
The Metropolitan Achievement Test and A Free Association
Vocabulary Test were administered in October and then again in June.
The results were favorable for the experimental group. They showed
significant increases over the control group in word knowledge, reading
comprehension, vocabulary, and quality of vocabulary. Cullinan, Jagger, and
Strickland (1974) repeated this study in the early 1970's and found similar
results.
Another study, which showed remarkable progress for stalled fifth
grade readers when taught through a literature based reading and writing
program, was conducted by Tunnell (1986).

Eight of Tunnell's 28 students

were receiving pull-out resource instruction and were termed reading
disabled.
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A standardized test (SRA) was given after seven months of treatment
and positive results were obtained. The average gain in the overall reading
score was a grade equivalent of 1.1. The eight students in the resource
program showed average gains of 1.3 in overall reading and 2.0 in
comprehension.
Another encouraging and significant outcome was the change in the
students' attitudes towards reading. A thirteen question reading attitude
survey was administered in August and again in April of the next year.

It

was discovered that the students' attitudes towards books and reading had
shifted from negative to positive as their reading abilities and experiences
increased.
One of the most powerful studies indicative of the positive effects of
a literature based program was done by Reutzel (1989).

Reutzel spent one

year teaching reading to 63 first grade students at Sage Creek Elementary
in Utah.
library.

He taught reading through the use of 2,000 books in a classroom
Meaningful use of context and story elements were presented.

There were no basals, no workbooks or drill sheets. The state program,
the Utah Benchmark Series, which consisted of worksheets and drill
activities, was not utilized.
The objective of the state was to have each student pass the Utah
Benchmark Skills Test at an 80% level in May. The students in Reutzel's
classes had an average of 93% in January, 13 points higher and 4 months
earlier than expected.
Reutzel's students were administered the Stanford Achievement Test
(SAT) in March, and group percentiles in all reading categories -- word study
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skills, comprehension, and total reading -- were at the 99th percentile for all
63 children (Reutzel and Fawson, 1988).

Further Research

MacGlashen (1989) asserts that students must be exposed to literature
in order to develop a love for reading and will, as a result, spend more
time reading at home and at school for the simple enjoyment it provides.
One of the goals of education should be to encourage
children to learn on their own and to continue
learning after they leave school.

It is important for

students to develop a love for reading so that it will
become an activity in which they will choose to
engage in voluntarily.

(MacGlashen, 1989, p. 1)

Anderson, Hiebert, Scott, and Wilkinson reported a study in 1985
(cited in MacGlashen, 1989) that avid readers do twenty times more reading
than less frequent readers.

They also maintain that these avid readers are

more fluent at reading and the independent practice contributes significantly
to their vocabulary growth, since students in fourth grade and above learn
most of their new vocabulary words through reading books and other written
materials.
There is disparity between the research mentioned above and actual
classroom instructional practices.

Anderson, et al. (1985) provides research

finding that students spend 70% of reading instruction time completing
seatwork or practicing isolated skills independently. This is time students
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could spend doing actual reading or other meaning-related activities centered
around story or literature. This emphasis on skills may also have a
negative effect of developing poor attitudes toward reading in students who
have had little introduction to reading prior to coming to school
(MacGlashen, 1989).
Rothman (cited in Partridge, 1989) stated that the National Council
of Teachers of English "urged schools to break the strong grip basal readers
have on reading instruction and allow teachers to put 'real children's books
by real writers' into the heart of the curriculum" (p. 1).
He continued by quoting the council as saying:
"But the evidence from recent theory and research is
that reading, like all language only develops easily and
well in the context of its use.

Simply speaking, we

learn to read by reading, and there is precious little
reading in the basal programs."

(p. 2)

Rothman's quote furthers the opinion of many researchers that
children need to practice the act of reading in order to develop not only
the reading skills that basals tend to teach in isolation, but also the
affective aspect of reading -- choosing to read for enjoyment.

Literature Experiences

According to Galda (1990), literature provides not only language
experiences, such as vocabulary, sentences, and textual structures as
mentioned previously by other researchers, but also life experiences.
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Suzanne Langer (cited in Galda, 1990) labeled this virtual experience;
experience which we do not actually and physically participate in, but is still,
nevertheless, experience. This enriches life, expands horizons, and increases
that essential background knowledge on which to build future learning.
Galda (1990) cites several examples of literature that are a part of
her virtual experiences:
I read Roll of Thunder, Hear My Czy (Taylor, 1976)
and fear the night riders while I hate the racism they
embody.

I read Sarah, Plain and Tall (MacLachlan,

1987) and travel from Maine to the prairie, taking a
chance on a new life.

I read Tuck Everlastini

(Babbitt, 1985) and wonder if I would drink the water
of eternal life.

(p. 255)

In summary, Galda (1990) states, "All readers, children and adults,
escape into books for laughter, and escape into books for tears.

Story helps

us travel across time and place, and also across lives" (p. 256).

Developmental Reading

Goodman and Goodman (1981) define developmental reading as ''The
part of a reading program which takes pupils who've made some beginning
at reading and helps them to grow as readers to expand on the base they
have in effectiveness and efficiency" (p. 10).
Goodman and Goodman (1981) delineate three essential points in
developing a holistic program. They are as follows:
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1.

Stimulate ample amounts of reading by providing time for

periods of sustained silent reading.

A classroom library should be available

with plenty of books that cover a wide range of topics and difficulty levels.
In addition to trade books and school texts, there should be newspapers,
magazines, environmental reading (signs, boxes, ads, etc.) and materials from
homes, the community, hobbies, and informational sources.

Children are

encouraged to self-select books and reading materials since language is
learned best when it is self-motivated.

They state that "Self-motivation is

vital because wantin~ to comprehend is a necessary condition of
comprehending" (p. 11).
2.

Create a climate that accepts and encourages risk taking.

Many of the activities the Goodmans present are self-directed and invite
students to explore unknown territories and challenge themselves as readers.
"Pupils will work hard and extend themselves to understand texts which are
important to them.

Pupils aren't passive:

They must be active in their own

learning and interactive with the texts they read" (p. 11).
3.

Keep the focus on meaning:

ours as teachers and the pupils'.

Comprehension strategies need to be the mainstay of reading instruction
rather than drill on skills. These strategies concentrate on. the use of
graphic, syntactic, and semantic cues in the context of real whole language.
In strategy lessons, they believe in expanding on the pupils' strengths and
''building strategies of sampling, prediction, confirming, and correcting by
useful meaningful passages that offer many unambiguous opportunities to use
the strategies"

(p. 12).
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Elements of a Literature Based Reading Program

The research presented thus far has included many essential elements
of a reading program, such as a solid literature base, meaning-centered
instruction, ample time allowed for reading, and an accepting classroom
climate. A further search of the literature provides additional components
of a literature based program.
The first of these components are classroom libraries. According to
Hillerich (1990), they are a vital part of the classroom. ''This emphasis on
literature is finally resulting in a return of the classroom library, an essential
ingredient if we are to help youngsters become real readers" (p. 5).
Goodman and Goodman (1981) concur with this notion.

They

believe students need to be introduced to libraries early and teachers need
to keep a large variety of materials available at all times.

They also

promote student-written materials as a part of the library.

Consequently,

this provision can help teachers ease away from "busywork" and taking up
precious reading time with skill drills.
It can be inferred from Halpern (1986) that classroom libraries are
critical in order to continually provide children with literature.
she continues to explore the process of establishing a collection.

However,
"First of

all a teacher has to be given responsibility for the buying of books . . .
Where do we start reading and buying?

What books do students like?

What books are at the right reading level?" (p. 3). Utilizing bibliographies
consisting of high quality literature, reading awarded books in their entirety,
and considering the maturity and reading tastes of the students will aid the
selection process.
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Another component of a literature based program is oral reading,
which is simply the teacher or another person reading aloud to the students
(MacGlashen, 1989).

MacGlashen cites numerous researchers who are in

agreement that oral reading is important for motivating students to read and
preparing them for reading.

She also states, "It can sharpen listening skills,

introduce students to new vocabulary, increase their background knowledge,
and expose them to literature that they wouldn't choose on their own"
(p. 4).
A third component of a literature based program ensures that
students are active readers at all times.

Halpern (1986) believes "An active

reader thinks about what s/he is reading and uses the story to evaluate as
well as enrich personal knowledge" (pp. 5-6).
programs that develop active readers.

She also presents two

Both are novel based and include

techniques for teaching that are based on the principles of a Whole
Language approach to the Language Arts.

A working definition of this

approach is stated as " . . . the skill of comprehending and communicating
in reading, writing, listening and speaking.

Comprehension, interest, effort

and success are all interrelated" (p. 4).
One of Halpern's programs is an individualized and/ or group reading
and response program.
independent.

It works best with students who are organized and

It involves reading books, recording them in a reading journal,

and embarking on a project that includes imagination and creativity.

The

categories of oral, drama, written, arts and crafts, music, and demonstration
are listed and detailed for the project options.
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Another program involves journal writing as a response to literature
and provides more structure for the students who need this stricter guidance.
A writing session follows each reading session.

A broad array of types of

responses is suggested in detail to the students.

They range from

collaborative to personal, descriptive to critical, and opinionated to
imaginary.

Teacher responses are also suggested.

An Eclectic Approach to Reading Instruction

An eclectic approach to reading instruction is being promoted by
several researchers.

Hillerich (1990) asserts that a balance is needed

between the direct instruction of specific skills and the elements of a Whole
Language program.

'They need to learn some skills and they need to

~

those skills in real readin~ . . . Let's recognize that both skill and interest
are essential -- that skill without interest is futile, but interest without skill is
frustrating" (p. 15).
Chall (cited in Hillerich, 1990) also contends that reading instruction
is most beneficial when approached with more than one strategy.

According

to her, research over the past 70 years indicates that direct instruction is
required and aids in the development of decoding, word recognition, and
comprehension while providing a good foundation for later reading stages.
Perhaps the most conclusive research promoting a diversification of
reading instruction has been completed by Carbo (1987).

Carbo maintains

that an individual's reading style must be matched by an accommodating
instructional style for maximum benefits.
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Carbo (1987) notes that the majority of poor readers she has

observed, interviewed, and tested, have exhibited global, tactile, and
kinesthetic reading styles. These learners are whole-to-part learners and
need to be exposed to many of the teaching strategies of a Whole
Language program, such as choral reading, writing stories, listening to taped
stories, games, and hands-on and dramatic experiences.

However, this is the

style that seems to be accommodated the least in American classrooms.
Conversely, individuals who have an analytic style learn from part-towhole and can make sense of isolated skills and they enjoy forming words
from bits and pieces of phonetic information. These students benefit from
a heavier emphasis on phonics. The amount of phonics or skill based
instruction that is needed is dependent upon the individual's reading style
and preferences (Carbo, 1987).
When the reading instruction matches an individual's reading style, not
only does the reading become more pleasurable for that student, but gains
in comprehension at 2 to 10 times their former progress have been
observed (Carbo, 1990). All learning problems do not disappear, but
unnecessary learning problems are not created when students' reading styles
are accommodated.
Five recommendations are offered by Carbo (1990) to provide for a
successful reading styles program. They are (a) identify students' reading
styles, (b) use reading methods and materials that match reading style
strengths, (c) demonstrate high expectations for students' achievements and a
high level of respect for their different styles of learning, (d) use reading
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materials that reflect the students' interests, and (e) remove stress from
learning to read.
Carbo (1987) sums up her position by saying:

"Too many students

are victims of the unspoken presumption that there is one right way to
teach all children to read.

But the research on child development and

reading styles indicates that what is 'appropriate' for one students may be
damaging to another" (p. 197).

The Teacher's Role

Harste (1989), Goodman and Goodman (1981), and Pearson (1989)
all agree that teachers must be empowered to make crucial decisions
concerning instructional approaches, materials, and assessments to fit the
individual needs of their students and classrooms.

The power is too often

in the hands of basal manuals and administrators, not the classroom
teachers (Harste, 1989; Goodman and Goodman, 1981; Shannon, 1989).
The instructional approaches advocated by Pearson (1989) are
integration and authenticity.

Integration according to Pearson "seeks to

preserve the wholeness or integrity of literacy events" (p. 233), does not
separate or isolate the four language functions of reading, writing, speaking,
and listening, and all curriculum (social studies, science, etc.) is viewed as
literacy curriculum.

Authenticity demands that "students pursue language

activities out of genuine communicative intent" (Pearson, 1989, p. 233).
integration and authenticity must be within the power of the teacher.

Both
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Furthermore, Pearson (1989) views the teacher in a facilitating role
rather than a direct-teaching role. The teacher facilitates learning by
helping students discover meaning through whole texts, involving them in
real and purposeful writing and meaning-centered activities, and allowing
students to share in a risk-free environment. This facilitating role, however,
still allows for modeling or demonstrations when appropriate.
Teachers must also be given the opportunity and responsibility to
choose and purchase appropriate literature for classroom libraries (Halpern,
1986). Factors such as interest, reading levels, appropriateness, maturity and
reading tastes need to be considered before book choices are determined.
The person closest to the students -- the classroom teacher -- is best suited to
make these decisions (Halpern, 1986).
Goodman and Goodman (1981) believe accurate assessments of
individual's language abilities can be derived from "kidwatching".
Nothing is more important in this program than
informed teachers who understand language and who
care about kids.

They are kid watchers who know

bow to observe and monitor the progress pupils are
making in developing literacy. They observe pupils
using language, reading and writing, and informally
apply their knowledge of language development to
achieve an understanding of the pupil's strengths and
needs. (p. 18)
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Another component of evaluation is looking for evidence of the use
of comprehension strategies (Goodman and Goodman, 1981). Teachers
need to watch for examples of effective and efficient use of sampling,
predicting, confirming, and self-correcting. The miscue analysis is a useful
tool for measuring these strategies and oral reading abilities.
Goodman and Goodman (1981) also promote self-evaluation, which
involves students in assessing their own reading and writing. Planning for
continued language development through individual conferences with the
teacher can provide ownership for students and also be a motivational
source.

Conclusion

The instructional methods chosen to teach reading must be carefully
planned to insure each individual's reading style is considered and met. In
this planning, the classroom teacher can combine successful, research-based
strategies to form an eclectic approach. The research indicates, however,
that the use of children's literature and the application of many Whole
Language principles can have a positive effect on not only reading
achievement, but also reading attitudes.

CHAPTER 3

METHODOWGY
The Purpose

The purpose of this study was to extend and enrich basal reading
programs in an intermediate classroom through literature based instruction.
The study was designed to produce integrated reading, writing, listening, and
speaking activities organized into units of instruction based on quality
children's literature.

Procedures

A review of the current research comparing traditional basal reading
programs and literature based reading programs was reviewed before any of
the units were designed.

Research indicating the essential components of a

literature based program was also inspected.

Lists of honored books, such

as the Newberry Medal Books and Young Reader's Choice Awards, and
public and school libraries were consulted for the selection of literature.
Consideration was given to provide for a variety of reading levels and
interests, reflecting a typical intermediate classroom. After the novels were
chosen, comprehension strategies and literary concepts were selected based
upon information provided in current reading methods texts and articles.
Finally, teaching manuals and resource guides for commercially produced
literature studies were consulted for management systems and format
possibilities.
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Lesson Design

Lesson design was based on the philosophy that children need to be
active readers, thinking critically and responding continuously to the
literature. Johnson and Louis (1990) state:
. . . children need to learn to think and react during
the reading of the novel.

Readers are active while

reading; they don't wait until the story is finished
before they form opinions, generate hypotheses or
make judgements. Children need guidance in the
complex kind of thought processes that are possible
when they read stories.

(p. 149)

Each novel was divided into either two or three sections, depending
on the length of the book, and developed into lessons. A summary, or
story overview, was written to precede each set of lesson plans.
Each lesson was designed to consist of before, during, and after
reading activities.

Roettger (1989) presented information supporting this

format of instruction. Before reading activities, according to Roettger, make
it easier for students to identify with the story and prepare for the key
concepts and ideas that will be presented in the story.

Stevens (1982) also

presented research that indicates a clear relationship between prior
knowledge and better comprehension. Activities during reading allow
students to reflect on what is occurring in the story (Roettger, 1989).
Peer-interaction groups and discussion questions enable students to
strengthen critical thinking skills, while direct instruction of literary concepts
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and comprehension strategies will deepen students' understanding of the
story. After reading activities, involving writing, drama, art, and other
hands-on projects, provide opportunities for students to respond creatively to
the literature (Roettger, 1989). Drama activities allow students to respond
emotionally, physically, and intellectually to situations and characters in the
story. Writing activities are meaningful when linked to reading and enhance
students' personal responses to what they have read.
To allow for flexibility in meeting student needs, the developed units
may be used in the classroom in several manners.

First, the novel may be

read by the whole class with everyone responding to the literature through
discussions and activities.
of the book.

For this system, each child needs to have a copy

Second, the novel may be read aloud by the teacher, allowing

less fluent readers to hear and comprehend the languag~ while still
responding through discussions and activities.
needed for this approach.

Only one copy of the book is

Finally, the class can be divided into groups,

either by interest, topic, or ability, but always having a heterogeneous
makeup.

Each member of the group will need a copy of the book and will

respond to the literature through discussions and activities.

Lesson Components

Literary concepts and comprehension strategies were incorporated into
each unit.

Each concept and strategy is presented in the meaningful context

of the literature.

The literary concepts were highlighted for ease of use.

Personal response journals are used throughout all of the units. This
is an effective way of getting students to record their thoughts and feelings
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as they read (Roettger, 1989). Students are encouraged to write their
personal reactions to the events and characters in the literature. This
journal is not a book report, but an informal writing activity.

Ideas to use

in keeping a journal may be posted in the classroom for students to refer
to as they read and write (see Appendix A).
Students are assigned to read most of the literature independently,
however, it is additionally noted in all lessons that this reading may be
completed as directed by the teacher. This is to allow for flexibility in
meeting the needs of all students.

Those who need extra support and

guidance may be read aloud to by the teacher or adult volunteer, or other
remedial techniques may be utilized to improve efficiency and
comprehension.

CHAPTER. 4

THE PROJECT:

INTEGRATED LITERATURE BASED READING UNITS
Introduction

Eight literature based units integrating reading, writing, speaking, and
listening activities are presented in this chapter. Following is a summary of
the novels chosen for the study and the literary concepts and comprehension
strategies that were presented in each unit.

The Whi12pinK Boy; 1987 John Newberry Medal Winner
Literary Concepts:

Characterization
Historical Fiction
Plot
Setting
Theme

Comprehension Strategies:

Concept Map
Peer-Interaction Grouping
Prediction
Reciprocal Questioning
QARs
Story Mapping

The Hundred Dresses
Literary Concepts:

Characterization
Realistic Fiction
Sensory Imagery
Theme

Comprehension Strategies:

Peer-Interaction Grouping
Prediction
Reciprocal Questioning
Semantic Mapping
Visualization
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Stuart Little; 1970 Laura Ingalls Wilder Award
Literary Concepts:

Characterization
Fantasy Fiction
Personification
Setting
Theme

Comprehension Strategies:

Peer-Interaction Grouping
Prediction
QARs

James and the Giant Peach
Literary Concepts:

Characterization
Fantasy Fiction
Personification
Sensory Imagery
Setting

Comprehension Strategies:

Peer-Interaction Grouping
Prediction
Semantic Feature Analysis
Venn Diagramming
Visualization

.Rib.sy
Literary Concepts:

Plot
Point of View
Realistic Fiction

Comprehension Strategies:

Peer-Interaction Grouping
Prediction
Reciprocal Questioning
Semantic Mapping
Story Framing
Story Mapping
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Number the Stars; 1990 John Newberry Medal Award
Literary Concepts:

Characterization
Historical Fiction
Setting

Comprehension Strategies:

Peer-Interaction Grouping
Prediction
Reciprocal Questioning
Semantic Mapping

The Si~n of the Beaver; 1983 John Newberry Honor Book
Literary Concepts:

Characterization
Historical Fiction
Plot
Setting
Theme

Comprehension Strategies:

Peer-Interaction Grouping
Prediction
Semantic Mapping
Story Mapping
Venn Diagramming
Visualization

The Indian in the Cupboard
Literary Concepts:

Characterization
Fantasy Fiction
Plot
Setting

Comprehension Strategies:

Peer-Interaction Grouping
Prediction
QARs

Semantic Feature Analysis
Story Mapping
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Jbe Whigpin& 8QJ'
by Sid Fleischman

STORY OVERVIEW:
The Whippini Boy is a fictional story, although based on actual
history, of a young prince who is known throughout the land as Prince Brat,
and his whipping boy Jemmy. In his kingdom it is not allowable to spank
an heir to the throne. Instead, a whipping boy is chosen to receive the
prince's consequences.
Unfortunately for Jemmy, Prince Brat lives up to his name. Life was
better for him even as an orphan who lived in the sewers and made his
living catching and selling rats. Not a sound escapes from Jemmy's lips
during these frequent beatings, which greatly irritates the prince.
Much to Jemmy's surprise, in the middle of the night, the prince
comes to him and demands that he help him run away. The two of them
escape, only to be caught immediately by two highway bandits who believe
the boys are trying to trick them by switching identities.
Thanks to Jemmy's clever wit, the two manage to escape. Prince
Brat and Jemmy meet a young girl with a trained circus bear and a potato
vendor on their way to the town fair. Adventure follows them to the fair
and beyond to Jemmy's old territory, the sewer tunnels, as the highway
scoundrels chase after their potential goldmine.
A trust and friendship slowly and unknowingly develops between the
two runaways. When they have finally outwitted the bandits, Prince Brat
reveals a new self by defending Jemmy, who stands accused of holding the
prince captive, to his father, the king.
Reading Level:

3.0

Page numbers are provided for the Troll edition of the book.
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The Whipping Boy

Lesson 1

CHAPTERS 1-10 Cpa&es 1-32}

Before Readine
Ask students how they would feel if they were spanked every time
their brother or sister did something wrong. Discuss reasons why they feel
as they do.
Historical Fiction

Write the phrase "Historical Fiction" on the board and ask students
to predict what literature of this type would be about. Explain that
although the story they are about to read is fiction, that is, it didn't really
happen, it could have happened because it is based on actual historical
facts.
Tell students they are going to read a story about a prince, a very
bratty and spoiled prince, who never got spanked because it was forbidden
to spank royalty. Instead, he had a whipping boy. Have students predict
what the whipping boy was for.
Explain to students that the whipping boy, Jemmy, was an orphan.
Work with the group to make a semantic map around the word orphan.

Dunne Readine
Read aloud Chapters 1 and 2 to the students.

Ask students how
they feel about the prince's actions. Compare Jemmy to the semantic map
created before reading. How is he different? How is he the same?
Read Jemmy's direct quotations. Ask students what they notice about
his speech. What does this tell us about his character?
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Have students read the title of Chapter 3, 'The Runaways", and
predict what is going to happen next.
Assign students to read Chapters 3-10 silently or as directed by the
teacher, making entries in their personal response journals throughout.
When students have completed the assigned reading, divide them into
groups of five, and assign each member a number 1-5. They then need to
respond, in writing, to the question with the same number and share the
answer with their group for discussion. Tell students they must be able to
justify their answer from information in the story.
Discussion Points

1.

Why did Prince Brat want to run away?
to go with him?

Why did he choose Jemmy

2.

List the items Prince Brat took with him when he ran away.
do these items tell you about him?

3.

What made Hold-Your-Nose-Billy and Cutwater think the boys were
trying to trick them by switching identities?

4.

Why did Jemmy go along with the outlaws when they decided he
must be the real prince?

5.

Why are the outlaws so happy with their hostages?

What

For closure, ask the students what they think might be happening
back at the palace. Will the king want Prince Brat back? Why or why
not?
Setting

Remind students that setting refers to the time and place that a story
occurs. Ask students if the setting of this story could be in America during
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the 1800's. Why or why not? How about South America in the 1900's?
Why or why not?
Ask students to list clues from the story that aid the reader in
determining the setting and list them on the board in two categories, one
for time and one for place. Among the time clues are powdered wigs, the
lifestyle and traditions of the royalty, and the use of candles for light and
horses for transportation. Place clues may include the castle, the forests,
the fog, and tradition of a royal kingdom.

After Readina=
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Knowing that the outlaws cannot read, write a letter to the king that
you would have written if you were Jemmy.

2.

Choose a scene from Chapters 1-6 and perform a Readers' Theatre
for the class. Speak in a way that your character may have spoken.

3.

Draw a picture of a scene from the story, including as many details
as you can. Write a paragraph summarizing what is happening in
your picture.
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The Whipping Boy
Lesson 2

CHAPTERS 11-17

<»am:s

33-62}

Before Readin&
Have students summarize what has happened in the story so far with
a partner.

Ask students why Prince Brat doesn't want to go back to the castle
and get away from these outlaws.
Have students predict what will happen next. Advise them to use
what they know about each character already (e.g. Prince Brat is not very
smart), when making their predictions. Have each student record his or her
prediction on a notecard, share it with three other students, and then use it
as a bookmark. This notecard will be needed again in a future activity.
Durio& Readin&

Read aloud Chapter 11 to the students. Ask them if they want to
change their predictions now and why or why not?
Assign students to read chapters 12-17 independently or as directed
by the teacher. Students should make entries in their personal response
journals while reading.
When all students have completed the assigned reading, have students
compare their predictions to what actually has happened so far. Share and
discuss.
Reciprocal Questioning / QAR

Explain to students that there are some questions about the story that
you would like to ask them, and that they will also get a chance to ask you
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questions about the story. Explain that some answers will be found "In the
Book" and some "In My Head", and you will be telling them which place
you found the answer. This is called identifying the source of the answer.
Later, they will have to identify which category, "In the Book" or "In My
Head", helped them find the answer.

1.

Teacher:

2.

Student asks the teacher a question. The teacher answers and
identifies source of answer.

3.

Teacher: Why do you think Jemmy let Prince Brat tag along after
him when they had escaped?

4.

Student asks the teacher a question. The teacher answers and
identifies source of answer.

5.

Teacher: Who are the characters the boys met after their escape?
Was that answer found "In the book" or "In your head"?

6.

Student asks the teacher a question. The teacher answers and
identifies source of answer.

7.

Teacher: Why does the prince keep following Jemmy when he knows
he is not wanted? Was that answer found "In the book" or "In your
head"?

8.

Student asks the teacher a question.
identifies source of answer.

9.

Teacher: How did Hold-Your-Nose-Billy and Cutwater find the two
boys again? Was that answer found "In the book" or "In your head"?

10.

What was Jemmy's first plan for escaping?

The teacher answers and

Student asks the teacher a question. The teacher answers and
identifies source of answer.
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Characterization
Have students compare Jemmy and Prince Brat. Record their
answers on a Venn Diagram (see Appendix B) so students can visualize the
likenesses and differences between them.
Ask students if they notice any changes happening to any of the
characters. Explain that the author wants to show us how Prince Brat
changes from the beginning to the end of the story, and it is also important
that they understand why he changes.
Use the following concept map to show an example of Prince Brat's
character change and the reason for it.
CHARACTER CHANGE
Prince Brat
betrayed J emrny
and told
Cutwater where
he was hiding.

_ .....~

Prince Brat lied to
the bandits and
told them Jemmy
swam the river,
when really he
was hiding under
the kettle.

REASON FOR CHANGE
Prince Brat realized
how much J emrny
had done for him
when he hadn't been
forced to. He was
discovering
friendship for the
first time.

Discuss the concept map. Have students think of other examples and
reasons for the changes in Prince Brat.

After Readin2
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Create a three-frame cartoon depicting something that has happened
so far in the story. Include both writing and illustrations.
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2.

Perform a Readers' Theatre of a scene from Chapters 1-17. Use
expression to convey feelings such as anger, excitement, and fright.

3.

Find information on a royal family or royal person from the past or
present. Write down ten interesting facts on notecards and share
them with the class.
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The Whipping Boy
Lesson 3

CHAPTERS 18-20 lpaus 63-90}
Before ReadinK
Have students read the title of Chapter 18, "Of Assorted Events in
Which the Plot Thickens Thicker" and ask them what they think this means.
Plot

Explain to students that plot is the series of events that takes place
in a story. In most stories, the plot is made up of one or more main
problems, or conflicts, that must be solved. In most stories the problems
are presented at the beginning of a story. As the story progresses, we
learn more about them and how the characters attempt to solve them. At
the end of the story, there is a turning point, the highest point of a story's
action. It is at this point that the characters finally find a solution to the
problems they have been facing. The last part of the plot is the resolution,
in which the reader learns how the solution affects the characters.
Introduce a story map (See Appendix C). Have students discuss the
problem(s) presented in the story and record responses on the story map.
Have students recall the events that occurred as the characters tried to
solve this problem(s) in sequence. Record these on the story map also.
Then ask students to predict how the plot will thicken, or continue.

DurinK ReadinK
Assign students to read Chapters 18-20 independently or as directed
by the teacher. Ask them to think about events they would like to add to
the plot on the story map. Encourage them also to make entries in their
personal response journals.
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After all students have completed the assigned reading, divide them
into small groups of three or four, and have them answer the following
Discussion Points.
Discussion Points
1.

How did Prince Brat respond when Jemmy's friend, Smudge, wanted
to meet him? Why did he react this way?

2.

How did the milk lady offend the prince? Why didn't he have her
punished as he could have done with his princely authority?

3.

Why did Jemmy take off running so quickly to the sewers?

4.

Describe the events that took place in the sewer tunnels. How
would you feel if you were with Jemmy on this adventure?

5.

Using the story map, review the problem(s) in the story.
problem(s) solved? How?

6.

How did the characters react to the solution?

Was the

After students have discussed these questions in small groups,
complete the story map with the remaining events. Discuss the turning
point and the resolution and add to the story map also. For example, the
turning point is when the bandits fled with rats covering their bodies after
the boys tricked them in the sewer. The resolution was how the prince and
Jemmy had developed a special friendship on this wild adventure. Jemmy
had given the prince the gift of friendship, and the prince had given Jemmy
the gift of protection and respect.
Characterization

Ask students which character they think changed the most in the
story. Divide students into groups according to their answer and have them
list reasons supporting their choice based on the story. Have the groups
present their reasons to the whole group for discussion.
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•

Theme

Explain to students that an author usually has a message, or an idea
about life that he or she wants to convey to the reader. The story often
reflects this idea through the characters and events. Ask the students what
Sid Fleishman might have wanted them to think about or learn from
The Whippini Boy. H necessary, lead students to the idea that people can
change, and how friendship, like the one between Jemmy and the prince,
can change one's outlook on life. The importance of friendship is
highlighted in this story. Prince Brat had never had a friend before his
adventure with Jemmy. This friendship changed how he viewed himself and
others.
Ask students if they have ever had a friend who made such an
impact on them. Did that friend change how they acted or behaved in
certain situations? Did that friend change their feelings about other people
and themselves? Allow for discussion and personal reflection.

After Readina:
Choose from the following activities:
1.

Do you think The Whippini Boy would make a good movie? If you
do, create a poster that would attract people to see the movie. Be
sure to include the title, the author of the original book, starring
actors, the opening date, rating (e.g. PG or G), and an illustration of
an exciting scene from the story.

2.

As the story ended, the boys were friends and were joking with each
other. Keeping this in mind, write another adventure that Jemmy
and the prince might embark upon. Use a story map to help you
plan your story so that it will have a well-planned plot.

3.

Hold-Your-Nose-Billy and Cutwater are off to a deserted island where
only convicts live. What do you think will happen to them there?
Write a short story about the two bandits and the problems they
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have met up with. Use a story map to help you plan your story so
that it will have a well-planned plot.
4.

Choose your favorite part of the story and write a play about it.
Perform the play for the class or another audience to get them
interested in reading the book. Dress in costumes that would be
similar to the clothes the characters wore in the story.
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De Hundred Dresses
by Eleanor Estes

STORY OVERVIEW:
Quiet Wanda Petronski has been absent from school for several days.
For some of the girls in Room 13, this means they have no one to tease
now, for teasing comes easy when the girl who says she has one hundred
dresses wears the same faded and old blue dress day after day.
When the teacher announces there will be an art contest for the boys
and girls, Wanda surprises everyone by having one hundred designs of
beautiful dresses -- dresses she owns in her imagination. Soon the teacher
announces Wanda will not be returning to school and reads aloud a letter
from her father stating that he and his children are moving to the city
because of the prejudicial behavior shown toward his children.
One girl who had stood by quietly during the teasing, afraid to stand
up for what she knew was right for fear of being targeted herself, learns a
painful lesson about caring and friendship. She attempts to make amends
by reaching Wanda and saying how sorry she is.
Reading Level:

3.8

Page numbers are provided for the Harcourt, Brace, & World edition of the
book.
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The Hundred Dresses
Lesson 1

CHAPTERS 1-4 (paus 2-39)

Before Readina=
Present the following scenario to the students for discussion:
There is a new boy at school today. His
hair and skin are a dark tan and he speaks with
an accent. His clothes are different also. He has
just moved to your community from India. At
recess, you and some friends are playing baseball.
He is asked to play, but says he doesn't know
how. Your best friend, the most popular boy in
the class, laughs at him and makes fun of him.
Everyone else laughs too. The new boy hangs his
head and walks away. What would you do?
Talk about the phrase "peer pressure", asking students what they think
it means and giving examples of experiences they have had with it.
Write the word "prejudice" on the board. Explain that it means
having an opinion, usually a bad one, about something or someone before
giving it a fair chance or examining all the facts. Tell students that very
often people are prejudiced against others because of their race, their
religion, or their gender. Ask students what other ways people can be
prejudicial. Probe to bring out factors such as economic status and athletic
ability, factors that are very apparent in schools.
Explain that the story they are about to read is about peer pressure
and prejudice and it is entitled The Hundred Dresses. Ask students to
predict what the story might be about from these clues and to share those
predictions with two other people.
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Durio& Readine
Read Chapter 1 aloud to the students. Ask students who the main
characters are and to describe the setting of the story. Assign Chapters 2-4
to be read independently or as directed by the teacher.
When all students have finished the assigned reading, discuss the story
using the reciprocal questioning strategy, in which the teacher and the
students take turns asking each other questions about the story. The goals
of this strategy are to improve students' comprehension by providing active
learning and to teach students to generate different types of appropriate
questions through teacher modeling. It is also important to give students
feedback about their questions through specific answers or requests for more
information if the question is confusing. Following are items for the
teacher to ask.
Discussion Points

1.

Where did Wanda live?

2.

How would you describe Peggy?

3.

Why does Peggy always ask Wanda how many dresses she has
hanging in her closet?

4.

How does Maddie feel about teasing Wanda?

5.

How do you think Wanda is feeling about herself?

How do you know?

Sensory Imagery

Inform students that authors help readers understand their stories
better by describing their thoughts in ways that use the five senses. Have
students identify the five senses. Tell students there is a part of this story
that uses the sense of sight to describe an important scene in the story.
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Read page 21 aloud to students. Students are to listen carefully
while drawing and coloring a picture of the scene being described by the
author. After the allotted time, allow students to share and explain their
pictures to each other. Ask students if they found any similarities between
their picture and others? Were there any differences? Discuss how
differences are acceptable because we all bring our own imagination to the
story and see it in our own way.

Characterization
Choose a quote from the story and read it aloud to the students,
keeping the identity of the character a secret. Ask students who they think
said or thought that and to explain how they arrived at that answer. What
clues did they use?
Assign each student to do the same, selecting a quote and copying it
onto a notecard. They need to also write the character's name to which
the quote belongs on the back side of the notecard. Divide students into
small groups, with each member sharing their quote and the other members
guessing the matching character. Collect all notecards and keep at an
activity center.

After Readin2
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Design clothes for a person, male or female. Display your design on
a bulletin board for the class competition. Vote for your three
favorite designs.

2.

Maddie tore up the note she started to write to Peggy about teasing
Wanda. She was afraid she might get teased too. Write that note
to Peggy pretending you are Maddie.

3.

Write and perform a play about the scene that took place on the
comer of Oliver and Maple on the crisp day in October when the
hundred dresses teasing first started. You may want to reread
Chapter 3 before writing the play.
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The Hundred Dresses
Lesson 2

CHAPTERS 5-7 Cua&es 40-80}

Before Readina:
Ask students if they think Wanda really has one hundred dresses.
Why or why not? Are there other reasons why the children aren't nice to
Wanda? What are they?
Ask students what words of advice they would give to Wanda. List
their answers on the board. Ask them what they would do if they were in
her place. Ask students to share personal experiences, if they feel
comfortable, of times when they have felt as though they were treated
unfairly. How did they handle the situation? Would they do the same
thing now?

Durina: Readina:
Read Chapter 5 aloud to students. Ask them again if Wanda really
had one hundred dresses. What was the reason Wanda's father gave for
leaving the town? Is this an example of prejudice? Why?
Assign students to read Chapters 6-7 independently or as directed by
the teacher.
When all students have completed the assigned reading, present the
following discussion points to students and direct them to share their
answers with a partner. Ask for partners to volunteer their answers to the
whole group.
Discussion Points
1.

Why do you think Wanda told Peggy that she had 100 dresses?

2.

Do you think Wanda knew she was being teased by the other girls?
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3.

How were Maddie and Peggy different?

How were they the same?

4.

Were you surprised that Wanda gave Peggy and Maddie two dress
designs for Christmas presents? Why or why not?

5.

What do you think Wanda was like as a person?

6.

If you could spend a day with any character in this story, who would

it be and why?
Theme

Remind students that theme is the message the author wants to give
the reader about life or a certain value. Ask them what message they have
received from this story. List responses on the board. If necessary, lead
students to the notion that it is important to accept and respect others for
who they are,. no matter if they are different from us or not.
Pose the following questions to students to think about and respond to.
1.

Have you ever teased someone because he or she was different from
you? Explain.

2.

Have you heard or watched someone else tease someone because
they were different? What did you do? Would you do the same
thing now?

3.

What is worse -- teasing and being mean to someone or standing by
just watching when you know it is wrong? Explain.

Characterization

Create a semantic map of the main characters' (Wanda, Maddie, and
Peggy) emotions. The core of the map should say "How do they feel?".
The three main strands should web from that core, each one labeled with a
main character's name. Have the students think about the range of
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emotions for each character throughout the story and share their thoughts.
Record their responses on the semantic map and allow for discussion of
ideas.

After Readinai
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Pretend you were one of Wanda's classmates. Write a letter to her
in the city and also a letter from her point of view that she might
have written back to you.

2.

Write a diary that Wanda may have kept during the time she lived
up on Boggins Heights, and now during her new life in the city.
Include at least five entries.

3.

Write a short story using a similar theme, but a different situation
and characters. Use a story map to help you plan your story and
develop the plot so it will flow smoothly and make sense.
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Stuart Little
by E.B. White

STORY OVERVIEW;
Stuart Little was born the son of Mr. and Mrs. Frederick C. Little.
Much to their surprise, he was quite unlike either of them or their older
son. For he was a mouse. He grew to be a pleasant debonair little
character with charm and a shy manner about him.
Everyone grew to love Stuart except Snowball, the family cat. He
became a great help around the house because his size allowed him to get
to places no one else could. And despite being only two inches tall, he got
around quite well in the world. He could ride a city bus, race a sailboat
in Central Park, teach school for a day, and even drive.
Being so small did cause a few problems, however. He once got
rolled up in the window shade and had to wait quite some time to be
rescued. Dogs were a threat to Stuart and once, when he was hiding from
one in a garbage can, he was picked up by the big garbage truck and
dumped in the large barge which carried all of the city's garbage out to
sea.
Stuart's biggest adventure began when he set out to find his dearest
friend, Margalo, a little bird who stayed with the Littles for awhile. He
headed north and met a new friend along the way. Harriet was the same
size as Stuart and was very beautiful. He tried to impress Harriet with his
hand-fashioned canoe, but the date ended in disaster. The story comes to
an end with Stuart driving north, continuing his search for Margalo.
Reading Level:

Not available from publisher or other resource guide.

Page numbers are provided for the Harper & Row edition of the book.
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Stuart Little
Lesson 1

CHAPTERS 1-7 (paus 1-46)

Before

Readin1

Write the word "mice" on the board and ask students to brainstorm
what they know about this topic. Record student responses in list form on
the board. Tell students they are about to read a story about a mouse and
all of their knowledge about mice will help them understand the story
better. However, the mouse in this story is different from any mouse they
have ever seen. This mouse is personified.
Write the word "personification" on the board. Point out the root
word is "person". Explain that authors use personification when they give
animals, or other characters that are not people, human qualities and
actions, such as speaking and thinking. Ask students to identify books or
stories they have read that used personification and discuss.
Ask students to predict what they think a personified mouse named
Stuart will do in the story Stuart Little. Record their responses on the
board and come back to them for confirmation or disconfirmation after
reading the assigned chapters.
Durin1 Readin1

Read Chapter 1 aloud to students. Discuss Stuart and the traits
about him that make him personified. Assign students to read Chapters 2-7
independently or as directed by the teacher. Remind students to make
entries in their personal response journals as they read.
When all students have completed the assigned reading, have them
compare what actually happened in the text to what they predicted before
reading. Circle those responses they predicted accurately.
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Setting

Remind students that setting is when and where a book or story
takes place. Ask students if they can tell when this story takes place,
helping them recognize that the story takes place sometime in the mid to
late 1900's because of the buses, running water, and the clues that the
pictures provide. Then ask students where the story takes place. If
students cannot remember the name of the city mentioned, clues are given.
Fifth Avenue and Central Park are two such clues. If necessary, explain
that New York City is famous for its Central Park and Fifth Avenue. Help
students locate New York City on a map.
Discuss the story utilizing the Question Answer Relationship (OAR)
comprehension strategy. Tell students there are some questions about the
story you would like to ask them, and that they will also have to tell you
how they arrived at that answer. This will be called identifying the source
of the answer. Refer to the OAR visual display (see Appendix D) which
differentiates between the four categories of "Right There", ''Think and
Search", "Author and Me" and "On My Own". Model identifying the source
for the first two questions.
Discussion Points

1.

Where did Stuart sleep? The answer to this question is "Right
There" on page 2.

2.

Since Stuart is so small, how could he help out around the house?
You will need to ''Think and Search" Chapters 1 and 2 for this
answer.

3.

How did Stuart get caught in the window shade?
source. (Think and Search)

4.

Stuart was able to board a city bus and sail a sailboat in Central
Park despite his size. What does this tell you about his character?
Identify your source. (Author and Me)

Identify your
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5.

What kind of relationship does Stuart have with his older brother
George? Identify your source. (Author and Me)

6.

What changes would your family have to make if a mouse were born
into it? Would you like this change? Why or why not? Identify
your source. (On My Own)

After ReadinK
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Find out what other books E.B. White has written and facts about
his life. Read book jackets and check with the librarian for other
sources of information. Write a short report about him and share it
with the class.

2.

Draw a picture of one of your favorite scenes from the story so far,
including as many details as you can. Write a paragraph
summarizing what is happening in the picture. Display in the
classroom.

3.

Stuart drew quite a crowd when he was sailing in Central Park.
Write a mock news broadcast script that may have been televised on
the New York City evening news about this ordeal. You may want
to watch a news reporter on television to get ideas. Be sure to
include facts about who, what, when, where, how and why. Perform
your broadcast for the class.
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Stuart Little
Lesson 2

CHAPTERS 8-11 (pa~s 47-82)

Before Readin2
Fantasy Fiction

Remind students that fantasy fiction is a kind of fiction in which
imaginative characters are doing impossible things or the setting is not a
real place. What about Stuart Little makes it an example of fantasy
fiction?
Explore the concept of friendship. Ask students to think about a
friend whom they consider very close and have spent quite a bit of time
with. Then have each student fold a piece of notebook paper into thirds.
In the top third, students are to record an example of something they have
done for that friend when they were needed. In the middle section, or
second third of the paper, students are to record an incident when that
friend did something for them when they needed help. In the bottom third,
ask students to write one way in which they are like the friend they have
in mind and a way in which they are different.
Tell students that Stuart is going to find a new friend whom he cares
about a great deal in the next chapter. Explain that this friend is like
Stuart in many ways, but also very different. They will do things to help
each other just as we have talked about. They also have some things in
common and some ways in which they are different.
Durin2 Readin2
Read Chapter 8 aloud to the students. Follow with a discussion of
Stuart's new friend, Margalo, and how Stuart helped her. Assign students to
read Chapters 9-11 independently or as directed by the teacher. Remind
students to make entries in their personal response journals as they read.
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Discussion Points

When all students have finished the assigned reading, divide students
into groups of three or four and have them discuss the following questions.
They are also to identify the source of their answer using the OAR
categories presented in Lesson 1.
1.

Why is Chapter 9 titled "A Narrow Escape"?

(Think and Search)

2.

Why do you think Stuart liked Margalo so much?

3.

Why did Margalo have to leave?

4.

How was the automobile Dr. Carey let Stuart drive different from
ordinary automobiles? (Think and Search)

5.

Do you think Stuart will ever see Margalo again?

(Author and Me)

(Think and Search)

(Author and Me)

Characterization

Remind students that we learn about the characters' personalities by
their thoughts, words, and actions as well as how the other characters feel
about them. Ask students to brainstorm all of the characters that have
been introduced in the story so far. Record these responses on the board.
Ask students to select one of these characters and
on the front of a notecard. On the other side, they are
short phrase describing that character along with a quote
the book that supports that idea. Model this process as

write that name
to write a word or
or example from
follows:

Never gives up
Stuart
Kept trying to find a way to wash
up; finally used a hammer to
pound the faucet on and off
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After ReadinK
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Rewrite a scene from the story into a play. Recruit other students
to play the parts for each character and perform the play for the
class.

2.

Research mice using the library and other resources you can find.
Compare a real mouse to Stuart, a personified mouse, using a Venn
Diagram (see Appendix B). Share your information and display in
the classroom.

3.

Make a diarama of a scene from the story using a shoe box or other
container. Reread that particular scene so you can include as many
details as possible. Include a notecard with a brief summary
explaining who is in your diarama and what is happening.
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Stuart Little
lesson 3

CHAPTERS 12-15 (ga~s 83-131)

Before Readin&
Ask the class if they think Stuart is doing the right thing by running
away from home. Use the following questions to stimulate discussion.
Does it make a difference that Stuart is running away to find
a friend rather than to escape from problems like so many
runaways?
How will Stuart survive without shelter and food?
How will his family feel when they find out that Stuart is
gone?
What else could Stuart have done, besides running away, to
find Margalo?
Poll the class as to whether they think Stuart is doing the right thing
by running away from home. Allow the two opposing sides to debate the
issue.
Refocus the discussion to real life runaways.
explore

Ask the students to

why they think people run away from home
where people go when they run away from home
what problems runaways encounter (food, shelter)
whether it is possible for runaways to go home again
other options for solving the problems that caused them to run
away
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Durin1 Readin1
Read Chapter 12 aloud to students. Ask students what about this
chapter makes it a fantasy. Assign students to read Chapters 13-15
independently or as directed by the teacher. Remind students to respond in
their personal journals as they read.
Discussion Points

When all students have completed the assigned reading, ask them to
write two questions on notecards for discussion and identify the source as
"Right There", 'Think and Search", "Author and Me" and "On My Own".
Encourage students to write two different types of questions. Model this
process by writing the following questions for students.
1.

How would you react if Stuart was your substitute teacher for a day?
(On My Own)

2.

How did Stuart make a canoe that wouldn't leak?
Search)

(Think and

Put all questions in a container and draw them out randomly until a
variety of questions have been discussed. Divide the remaining questions
among small groups of students for discussion.

Theme
Remind students that theme is the message the author wants to give
the reader about life or a certain value. Ask students to share what they
thought the theme was in this story. List all answers on the board,
discussing and blending answers. If necessary lead students to the idea that
although Stuart was very small, he didn't let it stop him from doing the
things he wanted to do, like riding a bus or sailing.
Ask students if they have ever felt their size, age, or maybe even a
physical handicap, had ever interfered with what they wanted to do. Have
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students give examples. Ask students if they have seen television shows or
movies with a similar theme. Discuss responses.

After Readin1
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Write a postcard from Stuart to his family from Ames Crossing.
Illustrate a picture of the town on one side and write a brief letter
to them on the other side. Make it look like a real postcard by
including an address and a fake stamp. Read your postcard to the
class and display.

2.

Write a sequel to Stuart Little. The story ends with Stuart still
driving north on his search for Margalo. What adventure is next?
Does he find Margalo? Write another episode. Use a story map to
help you plan your story so that it describes the setting, explains the
-problem, and has several events that lead to the solution. Share
your story with the class.

3.

Imagine that Stuart Little is being made into a movie. Design a Tshirt that advertises the movie. Draw a picture and write a phrase
or sentence that will make people want to see the movie. Display
your design.
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by Beverly Cleary

STORY OVERVIEW;
.Rih.sy is the story of the trials and tribulations of a city dog doing
the best he can to get home to his owner, Henry Huggins. Ribsy had
always lived on Klickitat Street with the Hugginses, and had done everything
that Henry did, except go to school. One day, however, Ribsy jumped out
of the family car at the shopping mall and ended up going home with
another family.

Ribsy ended up at a home out in the country with a family full of
girls who insisted on giving him a scented bubble bath. Henry was not
particularly fond of violets and ran away as soon as he had the opportunity.
On his search for a decent meal, Ribsy stumbled upon Mrs. Frawley,
a lonely old woman who pampered Ribsy in every way possible. He had
never had it so good! Food, a soft and warm bed, food, and more food!
He missed playing and running though, like he used to do with Henry, so
he once again took off to find his beloved owner.
Ribsy had to change his eating tastes now that he lived on the
streets. He soon discovered that school children were happy to share their
lunches with him if he wagged his tail and shook his paw at them. This
led to him becoming a second grade mascot, which came to an abrupt end
when the school principal had to dismiss him for disorderly conduct.
Once again a homeless dog, Ribsy was drawn to a noisy and
wonderful-smelling stadium where a high school football game was going on.
Once inside the watchful gatekeeper's gate, Ribsy had his fill of hotdogs
from generous teenagers and even managed to do a little tackling himself!
It was this upset on the football field, which actually cost one team
the game, that brought Ribsy and Henry back together. Ribsy made the
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front page of the newspaper for his athletic abilities and eventually, despite
cranky landladies and uncomfortable fire escapes, was discovered and
rescued by Henry.
Reading Level:

5.3

Page numbers are provided for the Morrow edition of the book.
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Ribsy
Lesson 1

CHAPTERS 1-2

(pa&es

1-56}

Before Readin1
Create a semantic map on the board around the word "pets". As
students respond with their background knowledge about pets, classify the
information in categories. Examples of such categories might be types,
responsibilities, food, shelter, problems, etc.
Poll the class to see who has a pet or pets at home. Probe further
to see who specifically has a dog as a pet. Ask those students if they
know what kind of a dog and if so, list the name of the breed on the
board.
Ask students if they know what type of a dog a "mutt" is. If needed,
explain to students that a mutt is a type of dog that is a mixture of several
or many breeds. Tell students they will be reading a story about a mutt
who was separated from his owner and is having a very difficult, but rather
humorous time getting home.
Distribute the books and allow students to peruse the chapters and
pictures. Ask students to predict what adventures this dog named Ribsy
might have as they read the book. List predictions on a chart to come
back to for confirmation later.
Durin1 Readin1

Read pages 1-13 aloud to students. Assign the remainder of
Chapter 1 and Chapter 2 to be read independently or as directed by the
teacher. Remind students to make entries in their personal response
journals as they read.
When all students have completed the assigned reading, divide them
into groups of five, and assign each member a number 1-5. They then
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need to respond, in writing, to the question with the same number and
share the answer with their group for discussion. Tell students they must
be able to justify their answer with information in the story.
Discussion Points

1.

Why did the Hugginses take Ribsy along with them to the shopping
mall?

2.

How did Ribsy get out of the car in the parking lot?

3.

Describe the family who took Ribsy home when he got lost and
mistakenly jumped in the wrong car.

4.

Why is Chapter 2 called ''The Cleanest Dog in the U.S.A."?

5.

How is Henry feeling about losing Ribsy?
it?

What is he doing about

Realistic Fiction

Ask students if this story is an example of realistic fiction, fantasy
fiction, or historic fiction and why. Point out that the events in this story
are not true, they were made up by Beverly Cleary, but they could have
happened in real life. Ask students to list other books or stories they have
read that are examples of realistic fiction.
Point of View

Write the phrase "point of view" on the board and explain to
students that when an author writes a book, he or she writes it from some
character's point of view. Ask students to think back to Chapters 1 and 2,
considering whose point of view the story is being told from. Whose eyes
are we viewing the story from? If necessary, explain that we are reading
the story from Ribsy's point of view. We ran down the street with Ribsy,
we waited in the car with Ribsy, we wandered around the parking lot with
him and even went home with a strange family with him.
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Ask students how the story would be different if it was written from
Henry's point of view. Discuss the possibilities. Ask students if they have
ever read another book or watched a movie or television show from an
animal's point of view before.

After Readin1
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Write an ad to place in the Lost and Found section of the
newspaper in Henry's town. Be sure to include all the important
information someone would need to know, but be concise. You are
being charged $.10 a word and only have $3.00.

2.

List at least five important responsibilities of having a dog as a pet.
Find information in the library, use your own experience, or interview
someone who has a dog. Present your list to the class.

3.

Find out what other books Beverly Cleary has written and facts about
her life. Then write her a letter using this information, telling her
about yourself, what you have enjoyed about her books, and questions
you might have that she can answer. Ask the librarian for help in
locating her address.
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Ribsy
Lesson 2

CHAPTERS 3-4 Cuaies 57-113}

Before Readin&
Refer to the list of predictions made in Lesson 1. Were any of
them confirmed? Add new predictions to the list now, considering the
names of the next two chapters, "Ribsy and Mrs. Frawley" and "Ribsy
Becomes a Mascot".
Write the following sentence starter on the board and give students
five minutes to respond in writing.

If a big shaggy dog came into our classroom tomorrow morning .
After five minutes, allow students to share their responses with one
another. Explain that this is exactly what Ribsy is going to do in the next
section of the book. Ask students to compare their stories with what
actually happens in the story with Ribsy and the classroom he calls home.

Dorin& Readin&
Read pages 57-66 aloud to students. Assign students to read the
remainder of Chapter 3 and Chapter 4 independently or as directed by the
teacher. Encourage students to respond in their personal response journal
throughout their reading.
When all students have finished the assigned reading, discuss the story
using the reciprocal questioning strategy, in which the teacher and students
take turns asking each other questions about the story. The goals of this
strategy are to improve students' comprehension by providing active learning
and to teach students to generate different types of appropriate questions
through teacher modeling. It is also important to give students feedback
about questions through specific answers or requests for more information if
the question is confusing. Following are items for the teacher to ask.
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Discussion Points

1.

Give two reasons Ribsy liked staying with Mrs. Frawley and two
reasons he didn't like it.

2.

Why did Ribsy think the mailman on the comer would take him
home to Henry?

3.

Why did the teacher and the principal let Ribsy stay for awhile?

4.

Do you think Henry is coming closer to finding Ribsy?
not?

5.

In your opinion, what has been the funniest part of the story so far?

Why or why

Plot

Remind students that plot is the series of events that takes place in
a story. In most stories, the plot is made up of one or more main
problems, or conflicts, that must be solved. The problem or problems are
usually presented at the beginning of the story. As the story progresses, we
learn more about them and how the characters attempt to solve them. At
the end of the story, there is a turning point, the highest point of a story's
action. It is at this point that the characters finally find solutions to the
problems they have been facing. The last part of the plot is the resolution,
in which the reader learns how the solution affects the characters.
Use a story map (See Appendix C) to have students record
events of the plot presented in the story so far. Begin by having
students recall the setting, the main characters, and the problem.
this information. Then add the different, episodic events that are
the plot.

the
the
Record
part of
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After Readin1
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Perform a Readers' Theatre using the scene where Ribsy meets Mrs.
Fawley for the first time (pages 63-67). Find enough participants to
play each character (even Ribsy!) and a narrator. Rehearse and
present your theatre for the class.

2.

Create a poster Henry may have made advertising for a lost dog like
Ribsy. Include a picture of the dog, important identifying features,
how to contact Henry, and a reward. Display in the classroom.

3.

Draw a picture of your favorite event in the story, including as many
details as you can. Then write a paragraph summarizing what is
happening in the picture.
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Ribsy
Lesson 3

CHAPTERS 5-7 C11aKeS 114-192)

Before

Readin2

Review the list of predictions from prior lessons and circle those
which were confirmed in the story. Have students read the names of the
remaining chapters, "Ribsy Goes to a Football Game"' ''The Famous Dog"'
and "Ribsy and the Apartment House"' and make further predictions. Add
these predictions to the list as well.
Ask students if they think Ribsy will ever find his owner and why or
why not? Ask students if they have ever lost a pet. How does it feel? Is
Henry doing everything he can? What else could he do?
DuriDK ReadinK

Read pages 114-121 aloud to students. Assign students to read the
remainder of the book independently or as directed by the teacher.
Remind students to make entries in their personal response journals as they
finish the story.
When all students have completed the reading, ask students to write
two questions about the story on notecards. Gather all of the notecards
and read and discuss several questions aloud, choosing a variety of question
types. Then distribute the remaining notecards among small groups of
students to answer and discuss. Tell each group to select one question to
present and answer to the entire class at the end of the session.
Complete the story map started in Lesson 2 by adding the remaining
events to the plot and recording the resolution. Students may need to
combine and summarize events to accommodate the story map.
Introduce a story frame to the students (see Appendix E) and explain
that this is a tool that will help them summarize the story. After reviewing
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all of the parts of the story frame, choose another story the students are
familiar with and model the process of completing the outline.
Divide students into pairs and distribute one story map to each
group. Students are to complete the story map for the book .RiJm'. Give
students ample time for this activity. When they are finished, allow
students to read aloud their story frames and compare them to each other.

After Readina=
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Write another chapter for the book about an adventure Ribsy could
have had while he was lost. Be sure to include the setting,
characters, exciting events, and an ending.

2.

Write a diary from Ribsy's point of view starting the day he got lost
and ending the day he was reunited with Henry. Include at least
five entries, dating them with the month and day you think it is
according to the story.

3.

Make a "roll-movie" of the scenes or events in the story. Put a
series of pictures in sequence on a long strip of paper. Attach the
ends to rollers and place in a cardboard box. Write a simple script
to accompany the frames. Present your "movie" to the class.
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James and the Giant Peach
by Roald Dahl

STORY OVERVIEW;
James Trotter had been orphaned at age four and sent to live with
his dreadful aunts, Aunt Sponge and Aunt Spiker, on a hill in the English
countryside. They were unbelievably mean and nasty to James.
One day several years later, as James was crying in a clump of
bushes, something very peculiar happened. A crazy looking old man
mysteriously appeared, giving James a bag of magic. He told James this
bag could help him get away from his awful aunts. As James ran excitedly
to the house, he slipped under the old, fruitless peach tree and all the
magic scattered and sunk into the soil. Once again, James cried and
thought he'd never escape his awful fate.
Soon, however, a peach began to grow at the very top of the old
peach tree, and it grew, and grew, and grew. It grew until it was the size
of a small house and it rested on the ground. Young James soon noticed
a small hole in the peach and crawled in until he came to a room in the
middle. Here he met Grasshopper, Spider, Ladybug, Centipede, Earthworm,
Silkworm, and Glow-worm, all of which were almost human-sized.
All of the insects and James wanted to escape the wrath of the two
aunts, so the centipede crawled to the top of the peach and gnawed the
stem from the tree. The peach began to roll slowly down the hill, rolling
over Aunt Sponge and Aunt Spiker on the way, picking up speed as it
made its way to the ocean. The crew inside had quite a ride, but when
the pummeling and tossing subsided, they made their way to the top of the
peach and peeked out. Much to their surprise, they found themselves
drifting on the ocean.
The story continues with each of the characters using his or her
special talents to solve the problems they encountered on their magical
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journey. When sharks attempted to attack the floating peach, the silkworm
and the spider spun floss which James attached to seagulls who swooped
down one by one, baited by the juicy, pink earthworm. Soon, the peach
was airborne.
Next they encountered the hostile cloud-men who pelted them and
the peach with hailstones. Once again, the seagulls flew them to safety.
Eventually they found themselves over land and it was James who
realized the city beneath them must be New York City. As they were
descending, a plane flew too close and cut the strings holding the peach to
the seagulls. The peach fell quickly toward earth, landing directly on top of
the Empire State Building. After an initial panic, the insects and James
became the beloved stars and friends of the city, each with a special talent
to share.
Reading Level:

4.5

Page numbers are provided for the Puffin Books edition of the book.
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James and the Giant Peach
Lesson 1

CHAPTERS 1-17

(11a&es

1-47}

Before Readin2
Tell students they will be reading a story about a young boy who
receives a bag of magic which will allow him to escape from his problems
and lead a world of fantasy. Pass around a bag filled with small cards that
say hope, good luck, travel, adventure, imagination, and other concepts
James encounters on his adventure. Have enough cards so all students can
select one. Ask students to think about how their magic word could change
their future. Allow students to share their ideas with the class or in small
groups.
Distribute books to students, allowing them to look at the cover, see
the pictures, and read several sentences. Have students ask questions they
would like to know about the story. List these questions and have students
look back to them during and after reading, determining which questions
have been answered and which may not be answered in the story.
Locate England and the Atlantic Ocean on a world map so children
can visualize the distance and direction from their location. Tell students
this is where James is from and where his adventure begins. Mark England
with a stick pin or a marker of some sort.

Durin2 readin2
Read Chapter 1 aloud to students. Ask students how they would feel
if they were James and what would they do about it.
Read Chapter 2 aloud also, asking students to visualize what Aunt
Spiker and Aunt Sponge look like. After reading, have students compare
and contrast each character. Record their answers on a Venn Diagram (see
Appendix B).
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Tell students that now the adventure begins.
what they think will happen.

Have students predict

Assign students to read Chapters 3-16 independently or as directed by
the teacher. Ask them to keep in mind the questions they wanted to know
that were listed earlier. When they find an answer to a question, have
students write the answer on the list next to the appropriate question.
Students should be making entries in their personal response journals
throughout reading.
Have students discuss the following questions in small groups when
they have read through Chapter 16.
Discussion Points
1.

How did James' life change when he went to live with his Aunts?
Give specific examples from the story to support your answers.

2.

How did James manage to escape from his terrible aunts? Would
you have done the same? If not, what would you have done?

3.

Describe each of the characters James meets inside the peach.

4.

Why did the peach keep rolling and rolling, without stopping until it
came to the ocean?

Fantasy Fiction

Write the phrase "Fantasy Fiction" on the board. Ask students what
they already know about both of the words. Explain that this type of
literature is not only made up, but contains events and characters that are
not realistic. Ask students to share other examples of Fantasy Fiction they
have read.
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Sensory Imagery and Setting
Have peaches available for students to feel and touch. When all
students have experienced these two senses, slice the peaches and allow
students to see the stone and smell and eat their slice.
Write the words "sensory imagery" on the board. Explain to students
that an author often describes the setting using words that appeal to the
senses: sight, smell, taste, touch, and hearing. This kind of descriptive
writing is called sensory imagery and it helps the reader get a strong sense
of the setting, feeling almost as if they are really there.
Introduce the following Sensory Images concept map. Divide students
into five groups and assign each group a different sense. Students are then
to find specific examples that describe the setting in this story for their
assigned sense. Have students record their examples on a large concept
map.

Sight

Smell

Taste

Touch

Hearing
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After Readin&
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Choose one insect from those in the story (Grasshopper, Spider,
Centipede, Earthworm, Silkworm, Glow-worm, or Ladybug) and
research it. Use resources in the library to read about the insect
and discover interesting facts to add to your own knowledge. Write
a short report about your findings and present it to the class.

2.

There are two short, italicized passages in Chapters 1-16. The first is
on pages 5-6, a dialogue/song between Aunt Sponge and Aunt Spiker.
The second is on pages 37-38, a poem by the centipede as the peach
is ready to roll away. Choose one and perform an oral reading to
the class by yourself or with a partner. Use creative expression and
take note of rhythm and rhyme.

3.

James and the rolling peach must have made the news during the
great escape! Write a mock news broadcast script and perform it for
the class. You may want to watch a news reporter on television to
get ideas. Be sure to include facts about who, what, when, where,
how, and why.
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James and the Giant Peach
Lesson 2

CHAPTERS 18-26 <uaies 47-81}

Before Readin&
Ask students to verbally summarize what has happened in the story
with a partner.
Review which questions on the list prepared in Lesson 1 have been
answered by the story so far and discuss those answers. Ask students if
they would like to add more questions to the list and record those
additions.
Refer to the world map again and have students identify England and
the Atlantic Ocean. Ask students what they think the crew aboard the
peach will see when they come out of the peach. Probe for details, such
as waves, ships, fish, etc.
Have students predict what will happen to the peach and its
inhabitants now. After several ideas have been discussed, tell students that
James and his friends encounter sharks. Ask students how sharks might
endanger the peach.

Durio& Readin&
Read Chapter 18 aloud to students. Assign students Chapters 19-26
to be read independently or as directed by the teacher. Remind students
to make entries in their personal response journals as they read.
When students have completed the assigned reading, discuss the
following questions as a whole group.
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Discussion Points
1.

How did the crew aboard the peach escape from the sharks?

2.

How did James and his friends work as a team?
necessary for their survival?

3.

What effect did the sharks have on the peach? Why?

4.

Which character is your favorite so far?
makes it your favorite?

How was this

What about that character

Personification

Write the word "personification" on the board and point out that the
root word is "person". Explain that authors use personification when they
give animals, or other characters that are not people, human qualities and
actions, such as speaking and thinking. Ask students to identify books or
stories they have read that use personification and discuss.
Divide students into seven groups and assign each group either the
Centipede, Earthworm, Spider, Grasshopper, Silkworm, Glow-worm, or
Ladybug. Have each group find examples in the book, beginning in
Chapter 11, that give human characteristics to their assigned insect. These
examples should be listed on the provided poster paper, which is labeled for
each insect. Have groups share their findings and display the posters on a
bulletin board. Students may also want to draw a picture of their assigned
insect on the poster.

After Readina=
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Draw a picture of one of your favorite scenes from the story,
including as many details as you can. Write a paragraph
summarizing what is happening in the picture. Display in the
classroom.
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2.

Choose a scene from the story and perform a Readers' Theatre for
the class. Find enough group members so that there is a narrator
and each story character is portrayed by a different student.

3.

Choose one insect from those in the story (Grasshopper, Spider,
Centipede, Earthworm, Silkworm, Glow-worm, or Ladybug) and
research it. Use resources in the library to read about the insect
and discover interesting facts to add to your own knowledge. Write
a short report about your findings and present it to the class.
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James and the Giant Peach
Lesson 3

CHAPTERS 27-39 C111Kes 81-118}

Before ReadinK
Have students examine the list of questions developed in earlier
lessons and identify and discuss those which have now been answered in the
story.
Refer once again to the world map. Ask students where they think
the peach is by now. Give several students stick pins or a marker of some
sort to label the place they think the peach is.
Reread the last paragraph of Chapter 26.
"No," the Old-Green-Grasshopper said. "I think
that would be very unwise. It will be safer if we all
stay up here through the night and keep watch. Then,
if anything happens, we shall anyway be ready for it."
Have students predict what problems the peach and its crew might
now encounter. List these ideas on the board and ask students if their
ideas are based on clues from the story, such as setting, or from their
imagination. Ask students how they think the story will end and why.

Purine Readine
Read Chapter 27 aloud to students and have them describe the
cloud-men to a partner after listening. Assign Chapters 28-39 to be read
independently or as assigned by the teacher. Students should make entries
in their personal journals as they read.
When all students have finished reading, have them discuss the
following questions with a partner. One of the partners should take the
even numbered questions and the other partner the odd numbered
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questions. When all groups have had ample time for discussion, come
together and discuss student responses as a whole group.
Discussion Points

1.

According to the story, how is the weather determined for people on
earth? Who is responsible?

2.

How did James know where they were when dawn arrived and they
could see land once again?

3.

How did the people of New York City and the rest of America react
to the sight of a giant peach in the sky? Is this reasonable?

4.

What became of each of the characters after landing in New York
City?

5.

Which of the travelers' adventures did you enjoy the most?
did you like about it?

6.

If you were stranded on a deserted island, which character, other
than James, would you want with you? Why?

What

Have a student place a stick pin or a marker of some sort on the
world map where the peach finally landed (New York City). Finally,
connect the stick pins/markers with a brightly colored piece of yarn,
tracking the fantastic journey.
Ask students if they enjoyed this book and why. On a scale of 1 to
10, with 10 being the highest, what would they rate James and the Giant
Peach?
Display several other books by Roald Dahl, such as Charlie and the
Chocolate Factory, The Witches, and The BFG. Encourage students to read
them if they enjoy Dahl's creative imagination and unique fantasies.
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Characterization

Ask students if all the characters had the same personalities. How
were they different and bow were they alike? How did they determine
that?
Explain to students that we learn about characters' personalities by
their words and actions in a story, as well as how the other characters view
them and feel about them. For example, we learned early in the story that
the centipede was bossy and demanding when he asked James to take off
all his boots so he could go to bed. Later, the author tells us James bas
decided that the centipede was a rascal, but he liked him anyway. These
examples help us make up our mind about what each character is like.
Using Semantic Feature Analysis (see Appendix F), list the story
characters on the left side of the grid. Ask students to brainstorm words
that describe people or characters in the story. Record these responses in
the space provided across the top of the grid. Using James' character,
model the process of analyzing a character using the describing words and
marking accordingly. A plus or a minus sign is used to indicate whether a
descriptor is fitting or not.
Divide students into seven groups and assign an insect character to
each group. Provide each group a smaller grid which is identical to the
one used for modeling, on which to record responses. Have each group
analyze their given character, indicating with a plus or a minus sign whether
or not each descriptor is fitting for their insect. Encourage students to go
back into the book to find examples that support their opinions. A
question mark may be used if the group is undecided.
Have each group transfer their findings from the small grid to the
large grid first used for modeling for all to see and to compare characters.
Encourage students to explain why they made the decisions they did and
allow other groups to ask questions and make comments.
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After Readin&
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Find out as much as you can about the author, Roald Dahl. Look
in other books he has written and check with the librarian for other
sources. Write a report about him and share it with the class.

2.

At the end of the story, the author tells us what becomes of each
character. For example, the centipede goes on to be "Vice-Presidentin-Charge-of-Sales" at a high class boot and shoe manufacturer. This
is a fitting job for him because he has so many feet. Write a new
ending to the story, giving all eight characters different jobs, each
fitting their special and unique characteristics. Read aloud your
finished story with the class.

3.

James and his friends encountered several problems on their journey
and managed to solve each of them in a very creative, imaginative
way. Write another chapter for the story, including a new problem
and solution the characters might have experienced. Read .the
completed chapter to the class.
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Number the Stars
by Lois Lowry

STORY OVERVIEW:
Number the Stars is a story of the German occupation of Denmark
in 1943, and the strong bond of friendship between children and families.
Annemarie Johansen and Ellen Rosen were best friends. Their
families lived in the same apartment building and shared many happy times.
That is, until the Nazi soldiers decided to capture all Jewish people for
11
relocation". Ellen's parents were quickly hidden by the Resistance, while
she herself pretended to be one of the Johansen children.
Mrs. Johansen and the children left Copenhagen to visit their Uncle
Henrik who had a farm along the coast. Annemarie was puzzled by some
of the strange activities that were going on at the farm, and eventually
became informed of the underground movement to smuggle the Jewish
people out of Denmark and into Sweden, a free country yet. Her
determination and courage led her to become an integral part of the escape
of the Rosens and other Jewish people.
Reading Level:

5.2

Page numbers are provided for the Houghton Mifflin edition of the book.
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Number the Stars
Lesson 1

CHAPTERS 1-S C11aees 1:49}

Before Readine
Tell students they will be reading a story about two families who
lived in Denmark during the time of the Nazi invasion by German soldiers.
Ask students what they already know about the Nazi movement. List on
the chalkboard.
Historical Fiction

Write the words "Historical Fiction" on the board and remind
students that stories of this type are not true stories, the actual story events
did not happen exactly as they are told, but the events could have
happened and are based on actual historical events.
Explain to the students that one of the families in this story is
Jewish. Discuss what the word Jewish means and how it can make a
difference in this story.
Setting

Tell students that setting is very important to this story, reminding
them that setting is the time and place in which the story takes place.
Point out the location of Germany, Denmark, Sweden, and the North Sea
on a world map. Discuss what climate would be like, the languages spoken,
and other cultural aspects that might be found in this part of the world.
Have informational books available about the Nazi movement, World
War Il, and other related topics if possible for further reading if students
are interested.
Distribute copies of the book. Allow students to peruse the chapters
and call attention to the cover. Discuss the Star of David necklace and
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explain that it will be an important part of the story. Have students
predict whose picture they think is on the cover.

Dunne Readine
Read aloud or have student volunteers take turns reading aloud
Chapter 1 to the group. Ask students to listen for details that describe the
setting of the story. Ask students to share these details when the reading is
completed and list them on the board.
Discuss the term Resistance by asking children to reread paragraph
two on page eight silently and then share their responses.
Assign students pages 11-49 for independent reading. Some students
may benefit from shared reading or another method as directed by the
teacher. Encourage students to respond to the story in their personal
response journal throughout their reading.
When all students have completed the assigned reading, divide them
into groups of three or four and have them verbally answer the following
questions. Then have all small groups share responses with the larger
group or class.
Discussion Points
1.

Why did the king of Denmark decide not to fight the Nazis?
you think this was a good decision? Why or why not?

Do

2.

How had life changed for the J ohansens and the Rosens since the
Nazis invaded their country? Give at least three specific ways.

3.

Why did Ellen have to stay with the Johansen family?

4.

How do you think Annemarie and Ellen felt when the Nazi soldiers
came to their apartment late that night?

5.

Why did Annemarie have to tear the Star of David necklace from
Ellen's neck?
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After Readine
Choose from the following activities:
1.

In a small group, act out a scene between Ellen, Annemarie, the
German soldiers, and any other characters from the story. Present
the scene to the class.

2.

Read additional information about the Jewish religion, the Nazi
Movement, or World War II. Write a short report on your topic or
give an oral presentation to the class.

3.

Draw a picture of a scene from the story so far, including as many
details as you can. Write a paragraph summarizing what is
happening in this scene.

4.

Interview an older person who remembers the events in Europe from
1940 to 1943 when the Nazi Movement was going_strong. Share your
information with the class.
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Number the Stars
lesson 2

CHAPTERS 6-11

(IJQBs

SQ-94}

Before Readin&
Have students predict what will happen to Ellen and her parents.
Record their predictions.
Ask students if they have ever taken a trip by train. What did they
see? Tell them that Mrs. Johansen, her daughters, and Ellen are now
going to take a trip by train along the Danish coastline. Point out this
area on a map. Ask students to predict what they think the travelers will
see.

Durina= Readina=
Read aloud or have student volunteers read Chapter 6. Confirm or
disconfirm students' predictions by comparing those listed before reading to
what the story actually mentioned.
Assign students to read pages 60-94 independently or as directed by
the teacher. Again, students should respond in their personal response
journals throughout the reading.
When all students have completed the assigned reading, use the
reciprocal questioning technique to provide active learning and to teach
students to generate different types of appropriate questions. The teacher
and the students take turns asking each other a variety of questions about
the story. Several questions are provided below for the teacher's use.
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Discussion Points

1.

Describe Uncle Henrik's farm.
visit?

Is this someplace you would like to

2.

Why did Uncle Henrik and Mrs. Johansen not tell the children the
truth about the death of Great-aunt Birte? Do you think that was
wise?

3.

Why did the adults in this story plan a fake funeral?

4.

Why is Peter at the farm?

5.

Where are the guests going when they leave the farm with Peter and
Mrs. Johansen?

How is he important to the Resistance?

After Readin2
Choose from the following activities:
1.

Annemarie must now say goodbye to Ellen without knowing when,
where, or if they will meet again. Write a letter to Ellen from
Annemarie that she might have given her before Ellen left the farm
with her parents.

2.

Perform a Readers' Theatre of the scene where the German officers
enter the farmhouse (pages 83-86) or another scene that includes
conversation between characters.

3.

Read additional information about the Jewish religion, the Nazi
movement, or World War II. write a short report on your topic or
give an oral presentation to the class.
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Number the Stars
Lesson 3

CHAPTERS 12-17 Cua&es 95-137}
Before Readin1
Ask the students the following questions: As the Rosens prepare to
leave with Mrs. Johansen, what do you think they are feeling? How would
you feel if you were Ellen?
Have students predict what problems the Rosens and other Jewish
people might encounter.
Read aloud Little Red Ridini: Hood, using much expression and
building suspense throughout. Remind students that Kirsti loved to have
Annemarie tell her stories, and Annemarie liked to improvise a bit,
changing words and the stories to make them unusual or suspenseful. Tell
students that in the next part of the story Annemarie will think back to a
time she had told Kirsti a story, making her scared, and now Annemarie
herself is scared.

Read to students or have student volunteers read aloud Chapter 12.
After reading this, ask students to predict why Annemarie's mother was lying
on the ground.
Read on aloud until the students' predictions are confirmed or
disconfirmed. Assign the remainder of the book to be read independently
or as directed by the teacher. Students are to make entries in their
personal response journals as they read.
When all students have completed the assigned reading, divide them
into small groups of three or four. Have them discuss all of the following
points and be prepared to present their response for any one of them
(point not to be disclosed) to the entire group.
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Discussion Points

1.

Why was it so important Annemarie deliver the basket of food to
Uncle Henrik?

2.

Explain how the Rosens and the other Jews made it to Sweden
safely.

3.

How did Annemarie handle the German soldiers and their dogs who
stopped her on the path to the village?

4.

At the end of the story, Annemarie found out the secret about her
older sister's death. How do you think she felt about the way her
sister really died?

5.

Are there groups of people in our society today that face problems
similar to, but less extreme, than the Rosens? Who? Is this fair?
What can we do about it?

Characterization

When students have finished the book, ask them whose eyes (which
character) they see this story through and why they came to that conclusion.
Have students think back to Lesson 1 when they predicted who was
on the cover of the book. Who do they think it is now?
Have students work in small groups of three or four to create a
character map (See Appendix G) about Annemarie, including describing
words (adjectives) and examples from the story that support that idea.
Display the character maps for everyone to see and compare.
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After Readina
Choose from one of the following activities:
1.

Write a news article that may have appeared in a Danish newspaper
on the day that the war ended. Include who, what, why, when,
where, and bow. Use additional reading materials to gain more
specific information

2.

Create a character map of any character in the story, except
Annemarie, and draw a picture of that character doing something in
the story.

3.

Read a variety of fairy tales. Select one and read it to the class,
using expression and suspense as Annemarie did when she read to
Kirsti.
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The Sip of the Beaver
by Elizabeth George Speare
STORY OVERVIEW:
Twelve-year-old Matt was left alone to tend to his family's newly
purchased homestead in Maine territory while his father went back to
Massachusetts to get the rest of the family. In the six to seven weeks until
they were expected to return, Matt was to finish work on the cabin, tend to
the garden, and hunt and fish for himself.
Matt was lonely at first, but kept busy with his chores. As he was
attempting to get some honey from a tree one day, he was attacked by a
swarm of bees. An old Indian Chief and his grandson, Attean, rescued him
and nursed him back to health. In return, the chief wanted Matt to teach
Attean reading and writing, so his grandson could help their tribe
understand treaties with the white man's government.
Although Matt's efforts were initially met with an unwilling and
stubborn attitude, Attean seemed to relax and actually learn English. Soon
Attean was sharing his hunting and fishing finesse and showing Matt the
natives' close ties with nature. Slowly, the boys developed a sense of trust
and friendship. Matt was even invited to Attean's village to play with other
young boys and witness the Indian way of life.
As winter approached, Matt's family still had not arrived. Attean and
his grandfather asked Matt to go north with their tribe. Matt was honored
by their invitation, but refused and would not give up hope that he would
see his family again.
Before Christmas, soon after the first snow had fallen, Matt's hopes
came to life as his family finally arrived. The boy they embraced, however,
had changed into a young man with strength, courage, and a deep feeling
of loyalty toward the Indian ways of life he had come to understand and
value.
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Reading Level:

5.7

Page numbers are provided for the Dell Publishing edition of the book.
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The Sign of the Beaver
Lesson 1

CHAPTERS 1-10

(PQBS

1-50}

Before Readin&
To utilize and gain an understanding of students' prior knowledge,
have students brainstorm what they already know about Native Americans.
Record and organize students' responses on a semantic map, creating
categories such as housing, foods, values, habits, physical appearance, etc.
Discuss the fact that there are many different tribes, or groups, of Native
Americans and that they differ in many ways, Ask students to pay
particular attention in this story to how this particular tribe compares to
what they already know.
Historical Fiction

Write the words "Historical Fiction" on the board. Explain to
students that this is a type of fiction that is based on history. The events
could have happened and are based on information that we know about the
past, but the characters and events are made up.
Tell students they will be reading a story, which is historical fiction,
in which one of the main characters is a Native American boy. The other
main character is a young white boy who is homesteading with his family in
a new territory where only Native Americans have lived before.
Have students respond to the following questions in their personal
response journals:
Think back to a time when you visited another
part of the country or stayed at someone else's home.
List some things they did differently. Why do you
think they did things differently? How did it make
you feel?
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Setting

Tell students the story is set in the year 1768, in the northeastern
part of what is now America. Ask students to compare the dates 1768 and
1776. What can they conclude from these dates about the status of the
land? Point out Massachusetts as Matt's original home, and Maine, which
was just a large territory, not a state yet, to the north. This is where
Matt's family is going to build a new home and be the first white settlers
in a new township.
Durin1 Readin1

Before reading Chapter 1 aloud to the students, as students to be
active listeners. Being an active listener means concentrating on what is
being read and forming a picture in one's mind of what is being told. This
may be referred to as "making a movie in your mind". Tell students you
will be asking them to draw a picture of their vision when you are finished
reading. Students are not to be following in the book, just listening.
Read Chapter 1 aloud. When finished, have students draw what they
envision and then explain to the class what their picture includes. Tell
students they have discovered the setting of the story and that more details
will be added as the story progresses.
Ask students how they think Matt is feeling about being left alone in
the wilderness with no one else around. Have students record how they
would feel if they were left alone, just as Matt was, in their personal
response journals.
Assign students to read Chapters 2-10 independently or as directed by
the teacher. Encourage students to make entries in their personal response
journals as they read.
When all students have completed the assigned reading, divide them
into small groups of three or four. Have them discuss all of the following
points and be prepared to present their response for any one of them
(point not to be disclosed) to the entire group.
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Discussion Points
1.

Matt found there was never time enough for all that must be done
between sunrise and sunset. What was keeping him busy?

2.

What clues did the author give us that Ben, the man who stole
Matt's rifle, was not to be trusted? Be specific.

3.

Describe Matt's escape and rescue from the bees.

4.

What was the treaty that Saknis, the Indian chief, made with Matt?

5.

How did Matt finally get Attean interested in learning to read?
you think it was a good idea? Why or why not?

6.

Describe the relationship between Matt and Attean. Think of their
feelings about each other and their actions toward each other.

Do

Assign each group a discussion point to share with the whole group.

After Readin&
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Begin a diary that Matt might have written. Imagine you are
Try to think Matt's thoughts and respond to the events in the
as he would have. Be sure to write in the first person, using
word "I" when referring to Matt. Date your entries with Day
7, and so forth, numbering the days he was left alone.

Matt.
story
the
1, Day

2.

Perform a Readers' Theatre, choosing a part of the story that
involves conversation between characters. Find enough people to play
the parts as well as a narrator. Practice your parts and then perform
for the class.
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3.

Using the library resources, research the Northeast Forest Dwelling
Native Americans. Write a short report using the information you
read about or give an oral presentation to the class. Include
information such as housing, transportation, clothing, food sources, etc.
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The Sign of the Beaver
Lesson 2

CHAPTERS 11-17

(pa&es

51-89}

Before Readin&
Provide each students with a blank index card. Instruct students to
listen carefully to the following directions and record their answers on their
cards as requested.
In the top left corner, write which food you prefer:
tacos, hamburgers, or spaghetti

pizza,

In the top right corner, write which subject you like best:
math, reading, science, or social studies
In the bottom left comer, write which cartoon you like best:
Snoopy, Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles, Calvin and Hobbes, or
Garfield
In the bottom right corner, write which recess activity you
prefer: jumping rope, playing a game (i.e. basketball, four
square), playing on the equipment, or just talking.
In the middle of the card, write your favorite season:
fall, winter, or spring.

summer,

Give students a few minutes to share their cards with one another.
Ask them to look for others that are similar or a perfect match to their

own.
Have a class discussion exploring the following:
Did anyone find a perfect match?
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Have friends compare cards. Are they more similar than the
cards of students who don't know each other as well?
How important is it for friends to be alike?
different things and still be friends?

Is it okay to like

How does this activity relate to Matt and Attean? Can they
ever become good friends? Do you think they will?
Plot

Remind students that plot is the series of events that takes place in
a story. Introduce students to the story map (see Appendix C). Explain
that we can now begin to complete the story map to help us better see the
plot in this story.
Elicit student responses for the setting and main characters and
record on the story map. Do the same for statement of the problem,
combining responses to get a well-rounded and acceptable answer.
Ask students what main events have happened so far in the story
that we can list. Discuss and record.
Ask students to read the next section of the story keeping this story
map in mind, thinking about what events we can list next.
Dorin& Readin&

Read Chapter 11 aloud to students.
the beaver is and what it means.

Ask students what the sign of

Assign students to read Chapters 12-17 independently or as directed
by the teacher. Remind students to continue responding to the story in
their journals.
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When all students have completed the assigned reading, review the
story map in progress. Ask students to add more events to the map as the
plot becomes more complete and record responses.
Ask students to choose two of the following discussion points and
record their answers in their personal response journals. When students
have had ample time, discuss all responses to the points as a whole group.
Discussion Points

1.

In your opinion, what is the most important thing Matt has learned
from Attean? Why?

2.

Who has learned the most, Matt or Attean?

3.

Using the five senses, list some of the things Matt discovered on his
visit to the Indian camp for the bear feast.

Why?

sight -- ex: painted faces; fancy, bright clothing; jewelry
smell -- ex: meat and herbs cooking
hearing -taste -touch -4.

How is the friendship between Attean and Matt changing? Why is it
changing?

Characterization

Ask students if they feel they are getting to know Matt and Attean.
Explain to students that we come to know the characters by their thoughts,
words, and actions, as well as what the other characters think about them.
Divide students into two groups. Have one group write a list of
words that could be used to describe Attean and the other group write a
list of words that could be used to describe Matt. Give each group five
minutes to complete their list.
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Regroup and record the groups' answers on a Venn diagram (see
Appendix B). Students will be able to visually compare the two characters,
seeing their likenesses and differences. Allow for discussion during this
activity, as there may be some differences of opinion or clarification needed.

After Readina=
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

In Chapter 14, Attean told Matt a very old Indian story, or legend.
Find other Indian legends in the library and read them. Choose one
to read aloud to the class.

2.

Portray a character from the story and ask a friend to role play a
different character from the story. Act out a scene with as few
props as possible, using the voice tone and expression the characters
would have.

3.

Make a diarama, using a shoe box or other container, depicting the
setting of the story or a particular area, such as Matt's cabin, or
Attean's Indian camp.
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The Sign of the Beaver
Lesson 3

CHAPTERS 18-25 (paus 90-135)

Before Readin&
Review by asking students to retell Chapters 1-17 of the story. Ask
students if they have any favorite parts so far, or events they remember
more than others. Have students predict how they think the story will end.

Theme
Write the word "theme" on the board and tell students that the
theme of a story is the author's message to the readers. It is an important
idea or belief that the author wants to make a statement about. Often
times, instead of simply stating the theme, the author uses the characters
and the plot to act out this idea. It is an example for us to draw our own
conclusions about.
Give several examples of themes in literature children are familiar
with. Ask students for other examples of books or short stories they have
read, discussing possible themes. Ask students if themes can be found in
movies and television shows. Discuss student examples. Some possible
themes may be about general concepts such as courage, friendship, and
growing up.
Ask students to think of what the theme may be in Si~n of the
Beaver as they read the last section of the book. What message is the
author trying to tell us?

Dorin& Readin&
Read aloud page 90, the first page of Chapter 18, asking them to
listen carefully, visualizing the scene the author is explaining in words.
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Ask students what time of the year it is now, according to the
mental images they have formed. What were the clues? Continue reading
Chapter 18 aloud as students follow along in their texts.
Assign students to read Chapters 19-25 independently or as directed
by the teacher. Remind students to look for a theme and to make entries
in their personal response journals.
When all students have completed the assigned reading, add to the
story map. Record students' responses for the remaining events and the
solution.
Discuss the following points as a whole group, encouraging students
to look back into the text if needed or to use their own personal feelings
and opinions to answer questions.

Discussion Points
1.

What was the result of Matt rescuing Attean's dog?
change Matt's relationship with Attean?

How did it

2.

If you could go back in time, would you enjoy spending a day with
Attean or Marie? Why or why not?

3.

Explain what the word "manitou" meant to Attean.
change him?

How did it

4.

What was Matt's dilemma at the end of the story?
made the same decision? Why or why not?

Would you have

5.

How had Matt changed from the beginning to the end of the book?

Remind students that theme is the message the author wants to give
the reader about life or a certain value. Ask students to share what they
thought the theme was in this story. List all answers on the board,
discussing and blending answers. If necessary, lead students to the idea that
differences, like those between Matt and Attean, can be accepted and
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appreciated and that friendship is possible despite diversity.
theme on the story map.

Record the

After Readin1
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Impersonate a character from the story, such as Matt, Attean, or
Saknis, and retell the story from that character's point of view to the
class. We read the story from Matt's point of view. Would Attean
or Saknis tell it differently? Dress up as that character and
summarize the story by sharing the main events.

2.

Write a How-to-Survive Manual for campers or hikers who may be
stranded in the wilderness. Include strategies Attean taught Matt, as
well as those you already know from your experiences. Look at
other how-to . books in the library for ways to organize your
information.

3.

Choose a partner and decide who will play Matt and who will play
his father. Role play a situation where Matt and his father are
fishing or cutting wood together, and Matt's father is asking him
questions. He is asking about Matt's experiences with the Indians
and any advise he has about how to work and talk with them.
(Write the questions on paper to make the role-play go smoother.)
This role-play can also be done by substituting Matt's mother or sister
for his father.

4.

Make a new book jacket. It should include an attractive picture or
cover design and the author's name on the front. On the back, there
should be a summary of the book, information about the author, and
a list of other books the author has written.
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The Indian in the Cupboard
by Lynne Reid Banks

STORY OVERVIEW:
The Indian in the Cupboard is the story of two young English boys,
Omri and Patrick, who stumble upon magic and can hardly believe their
eyes!
It all began when Omri received two rather odd and unexciting gifts
for his birthday -- a small plastic Indian and an old metal cupboard that at
one time had been a medicine cabinet. Omri found an old key that
seemed to fit the cupboard's lock, and before he went to bed that birthday
night, he placed the plastic Indian figurine in the cupboard, closed the door,
and turned the key in the lock.
Omri awoke the next morning to scuffling and scratching sounds
coming from the cupboard. With great curiosity, he unlocked the door and
peeked in. Much to his amazement, the Indian was no longer stiff, lifeless
plastic, but a live person! Omri soon learned by experimenting that he
could make plastic figures come alive and also turn them back into plastic
simply by turning the key.
The story continues as Omri and the Indian, Little Bear, get to know
each other. Omri feeds Little Bear and brings him bark and sticks to build
a long house. Little Bear shows no fear and becomes quite demanding of
Omri. This magic could not be kept a secret for long and Omri soon
reveals his secret to an unbelieving friend, Patrick.
The adventure doubles when Patrick, much to Omri's dismay, brings a
cry baby cowboy named Boone to life. Boon and Little Bear despise each
other and cause much grief to Omri and Patrick. From the adventures at
school with the Headmaster and the art teacher, to life threatening wounds
at home over an old western movie, there is never a dull moment.
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As the days go by and Little Bear and Boone develop an odd sort of
friendship and respect for one another, Omri realizes this cannot go on
forever and his new miniature friends must go back to wherever they came
from. Boone, Little Bear, and his new wife, along with their horses, went
back into the cupboard after they had all celebrated with a feast and
miniature bonfire. For Omri and Patrick, it was like saying goodbye to
good friends, but with heavy hearts they closed the cupboard door and
turned the key.

The plastic figurines remained with the boys, and Omri kept the
cupboard close by too. He gave the key back to his mother, however, for
safe keeping, but with thoughts of the future and what might lie ahead.
Reading Level:

6.0

Page numbers are provided for the Avon Camelot edition of the book.
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The Indian In the Cupboard
Lesson 1

CHAPTERS t-6 C1>aees t-61}

Before Readin&
Have students list some of their favorite birthday presents and record
them on the board. In another column, record student responses of
birthday presents they did not like.
Show students a small plastic figure, an Indian if possible, and ask if
they would like receiving this as a present from a friend. How about an
old medicine cabinet, or cupboard from a brother or sister? Why or why
not?
Introduce the book and tell students that a character in this story
receives both a small plastic Indian and an old metal cupboard for his
birthday and was not very excited about the presents. However, he soon
becomes thrilled about the gifts. Ask students to predict what might
happen in the story to bring about this change in attitude.

Setting
Tell students that the story takes place in England. Ask a student to
point out England on a world map. Explain that although England and
America share many of the same things, like the language, they will find
some differences between the two countries in this story. Ask them to keep
this in mind as they read.

Dorin& Readin1
Read Chapter 1 aloud to students. Compare students' predictions to
what actually happened in this chapter. Who was the closest? Was anyone
actually correct? Assign students to read Chapters 2-6 independently or as
directed by the teacher. Remind students to make entries in their personal
response journals as they read.
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When all students have completed the assigned reading, discuss the
story utilizing the Question Answer Relationship (OAR) comprehension
strategy. Tell students there are some questions about the story you would
like to ask them, and that they will also have to tell you how they arrived
at that answer. This will be called identifying the source of the answer.
Refer to the OAR visual display (see Appendix D) which differentiates
between two categories of "In the Book" and "In My Head", and the four
subcategories "Right There", "Think and Search", "Author and Me" and "On
My Own".
Discussion Points
1.

How did Omri feel when he thought he had lost his little Indian by
putting him back in the cupboard? (In the Book; Right There)

2.

What did Omri find for the Indian to eat when he got hungry?
the Book; Right There)

3.

Explain how "the great outdoors" appeared to the Indian and his
horse. (In the Book; Think and Search)

4.

Why did Omri bring Tommy, the medical orderly from World War I,
to life in the magic cupboard? (In the Book; Think and Search)

5.

Is Omri doing the right thing by bringing different characters to life,
such as Tommy and the old Indian chief, in order to help and get
things for Little Bear? (In My Head; On My Own)

6.

Describe the members of Omri's family.
Me)

(In

(In My Head; Author and
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After Readin&
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Write an adventure story in which you had the magic cupboard and
key. What kind of plastic toy or toys would you choose to bring to
life? From what era would they be? The 1700's or maybe the
future? Create adventures that would include aspects of that specific
person's background, like Little Bear demanded to have supplies to
build a long house and wore his native clothing.

2.

Research the Iroquois Indians like Omri did. Write ten interesting
facts you found on notecards and share them with the class.

3.

Draw a picture of Little Bear to scale. Remember, he is only 3
inches high. Add details from the story, rereading if necessary, such
as his clothing, shoes, and facial expressions. Cut out your figure and
mount on tagboard. Display on a bulletin board in a mock
cupboard.
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The Indian in the Cupboard
lesson 2

CHAPTERS 7-11 <ua&es 62-114}

Before Readina
Plot

Remind students that plot is the series of events that take place in a
story. Introduce students to the story map (See Appendix C). Explain that
we can now begin to complete the story map to help us better see the plot
in this story.
Elicit student responses for the setting and main characters and
record on the story map. Do the same for the statement of the problem,
combining responses to get a well-rounded and acceptable answer.
Have students summarize what has happened in the story so far.
Record their responses on a large story map for all to see. (Not all
portions of the story map will be complete.)
Ask students the following questions:
1.

If you were Ornri's friend, would you believe him when he told you
that this plastic figure came to life? Why or why not?

2.

If he proved it to you, bow would you react?

3.

Would you want one too?

Tell students another plastic figure will be brought to life in the next
section of the story. Ask them to listen carefully while you read a few of
that character's lines aloud and then to predict who this character is.
(Read the cowboy's words in the third complete paragraph on page 87,
using an accent as the print implies.)
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When the students have discovered this character is a cowboy, ask
them what they know about cowboys. What do they know about cowboys
and Indians together and how might this affect the story?
Discuss the cowboy's accent. Display the actual print on an overhead
transparency if possible, pointing out that the words are not spelled
correctly, as they would find them in a dictionary, but rather as they really
sound when they are spoken by the cowboy, who has a strong southern
accent. For example, " 'You shet yer mouth!' shouted the little man. 'Ah
won't take no lip form no gol-darned hallucy-nation, no, sir!' " (p. 87).
Have students preview Chapter 7. Point out the title, "Uninvited
Brothers", and ask them to predict what might happen in this chapter.
Durin& Readin&

Read Chapter 7 aloud to the students and assign Chapters 8-11 for
independent reading or as directed by the teacher. Encourage students to
make entries in their personal journals as they read.
When all students have completed the assigned reading, divide
students into groups of five and assign each person a number from 1-5.
Each group member is responsible for answering the discussion point with
that same number during group discussion. Allow students sufficient time to
think about their question before presenting their answer to the group.
Discussion Points
1.

Why did Little Bear call Omri the "Great Spirit"?

2.

Why didn't Omri want Patrick to bring another plastic figure to life
for himself?

3.

Describe the cowboy Patrick brought to life. Give at least three
describing words, and examples from the story to back up your ideas.
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4.

The title of Chapter 10 is "The Breakfast Truce".
breakfast truce was and why it was needed.

5.

Do you think it was a good idea for Omri to bring Little Bear and
Boone to school? Why or why not?

Explain what the

Characterization

Use Semantic Feature Analysis to compare and contrast story
characters. Present a large grid to the class using the chalkboard or
overhead projector (see Appendix F). Ask students first to list the
characters in the story as you record them in the left column. Model the
next step, which is recording character descriptors, using the spaces across
the top of the grid (e.g. brave, shy, curious) .
.When an ample amount of descriptors have been recorded, begin
analyzing each character, marking a + in the grid if the descriptor is
appropriate for that character or a - if it is not appropriate. Allow for
discussion as needed for students to clarify their thoughts and share
opinions.

After Readin&
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

Create a longhouse using sticks, bark, and other natural resources as
Little Bear did. You may want to find other books in the library for
more examples and descriptions. Display your finished product in the
classroom for all to see.

2.

Perform a Readers' Theatre of a scene from the book that includes
much conversation. Make sure you have enough participants for each
of the character parts. Read as though you were that character,
especially using the unique accents and language patterns found in
this story.
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3.

Little Bear and Boone are now at school. Write a short story about
an adventure they might have at your school. Use a story map to
help you write a good story with a well-planned plot.
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The Indian in the Cupboard
lesson 3

CHAPTERS 12-16 <11aaes 115-181}
Before Readin&
Have students add to the class story map by summarizing the
additional events that have happened in the story. Record student
responses.
Ask students to share what they know about the English school Omri
and Patrick attend. Discuss the term "headmaster", and how it relates to
the term "Principal" in American schools. Are there any other differences
in the schools?
List the following words on the board:
beard (p. 14) -- slang for "I don't believe you"
biscuits (p. 18) -- cookies
lorry (p. 36) -- a truck or van
football (p. 142) -- the British word for the game of soccer
Toffo (p. 139) -- a brand of candy
Explain that these words, found in the story, have meanings different
from those in America and may not even be words we are familiar with.
Ask different students to find these words in context in the story and read
the surrounding sentence or paragraph aloud. Students should predict what
the word means. Disclose meanings after each word has been discussed.
Discuss the advantages and the disadvantages of having Little Bear
and Boone. List these ideas on the board in two separate columns so
students are able to compare the two sides of the situation.
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Advantages

Disadvantages

Ask students what they would do about this situation if they were in
Omri's shoes. Would they keep it a secret or would they tell someone?
Who would they tell? Poll the class and share the results.
Dorin&

Readina:

Read Chapter 12 aloud and assign students to read Chapters 13-16
for independent reading or as directed by the teacher. Remind students to
make entries in their personal response journals as they read.
When all students have completed the assigned reading, divide
students into six groups and assign each group one of the following
questions. They are to discuss the question and record their answer on a
large piece of butcher paper, along with the source of their answer (see
QAR visual), which they will share with the whole group. The group will
also need to identify the source of their answer, record it with their answer,
and report it to the class.
Discussion Points
1.

Do you think Patrick did the right thing by showing Little Bear and
Boone to the headmaster? Why or why not?

2.

How did the headmaster react when he saw the miniature beings?
What do you think he will do with this information?

3.

Why did Omri get in trouble from Mr. Yapp?

4.

How did Omri and Patrick finally find the missing key?
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5.

Before Boone, Little Bear, and Bright Stars went back into the
cupboard, they all had a celebration. Boone and Little Bear became
"brothers". What did this mean?

6.

Why did the boys decide to send their small friends back in time?
How did they feel about this.

Complete the story map by having students summarize the remaining
events in the story and stating the resolution. Record responses.
Fantasy Fiction

Ask students if The Indian in the Cupboard is fantasy fiction or
realistic fiction. Why? Discuss the traits of both types of literature.
Fantasy fiction has events that are not really possible, except in our
imaginations. Realistic fiction doesn't actually happen, but it is possible.
Have students list other books or stories they have read that are
fantasy fiction. Ask students if they like reading fantasy fiction and why or
why not. Share this answer with a partner.
Introduce The Return of the Indian and The Secret of the Indian.
Explain that these are sequels to The Indian in the Cupboard and that
students who enjoyed this book may want to continue the adventure by
reading the following books in the series by Lynne Reid Banks.

After Readina:
Choose one of the following activities:
1.

You be the author! What happens next? Write another chapter to
this story, starting from the point at which it ends. Remember to
include the setting, the problem, the events that lead to the solution,
and the solution itself.

2.

Find out what other books Lynne Reid Banks has written and facts
about her life. Then write her a letter, using this information, telling
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her about yourself, what you have enjoyed about her books, and
questions you might have that she can answer.
3.

Plan and perform a mock news interview of Omri and Patrick.
Pretend the secret had been discovered and now everyone wants to
know more about this amazing magic and their two miniature friends.
Write the questions the public would really want to know and answer
them as you think Omri and Patrick would.

CHAPTERS
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
Summary

There is great controversy surrounding the methods of reading
instruction.

Dichotomies have been established comparing and contrasting

the virtues and downfalls of both traditional basal programs and Whole
Language philosophies.

A balance must be achieved, and instruction should

include enjoyable exposure to good reading along with specific instruction
and practice (Hillerich, 1990).
The purpose of this study was to extend and enrich the basal reading
program in an intermediate classroom by developing literature based units of
instruction.

These units will serve as a supplement to the regular reading

program and integrate the four language functions of reading, writing,
listening, and speaking.
A review of the current research revealed that traditional basal
programs focused on drill and practice with little application or actual
reading (Hillerich, 1990).

The research also presented several studies that

boasted stunning gains in comprehension and attitudes toward reading when
a literature based approach was used (Tunnell & Jacobs, 1989). Therefore,
children's literature was selected and integrated units of instruction were
developed.
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Conclusions
Based on the research premises and observations of the students'
academic and affective gains, the following statements can be made:

1.

Literature based reading instruction has positive effects on developing
overall reading abilities in school-age children.

2.

Students' attitudes towards books and reading may be shifted from
negative to positive as their reading abilities increase and they are
exposed to literature.

3.

Comprehension strategies need to be the mainstay of reading
instruction rather than drill on skills that lack context and meaning.

4.

Students must be encouraged to be active readers · and be provided
opportunities to think about what they are reading and to respond
with a variety of activities.

5.

Recognizing students' reading styles through instructional techniques
will make reading more pleasurable for students and comprehension
will improve.

6.

Instruction should be integrated without isolating the four language
functions of reading, writing, listening, and speaking.

7.

Instruction should be authentic in nature and encourage students to
engage in genuine, purposeful language activities.
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Recommendations
Following are recommendations based upon the foregoing conclusions
of this study:
1.

The reading levels of selected novels should be redetermined using a
consistent formula that measures both syntactic and semantic
complexity.

It is not recommended to use the publisher's designated

grade level to match reader and material (Ekwall & Shanker, 1985).
2.

More novels on a variety of reading levels and with a variety of
interests should be developed into integrated units of instruction for
all elementary grade levels.

3.

An assessment tool should be developed to measure comprehension
gains before and after exposure to the literature based instruction.

4.

An assessment tool should be constructed to measure students'
attitudes toward reading before and after exposure to the literature
based instruction.

5.

Parents should be provided with information supporting a literature
based reading program and given activities they can do at home to
support this type of curriculum.
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APPENDIX A
Ideas For Keeping A Personal Response Journal

MAKE BRIEF NOTES ABOUT:
things that make you laugh in the story
things you find strange
things that make you stop and wonder
what a particular character might be feeling
how this story relates to your own life

MAKE SMALL (THUMBNAIL) SKETCHES OF

characters
settings
events in the story

WRITE A DIARY A CHARACTER MAY HAVE KEPT (point of view)

WRITE ANYTHING YOU WANT THAT IS IN RESPONSE TO THE STORY
This is your journal!!

REMEMBER TO DATE EACH ENTRY AND RECORD THE NAME OF
THE BOOK YOU ARE RESPONDING TO
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APPENDIX B

VENN DIAGRAM
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APPENDIX C

Story Map

The setting / main characters

Statement of the problem

Event 1

Event 2

Event 3

Event 4

Event 5

Event 6

Event 7

Statement of the solution

Story theme (What is this story really about?)
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APPENDIX D
QARs

IN MY HEAD

IN 1HE BOOK

Right There

Author and Me

The answer is in the text,
usually easy to find. The
words used to make up the
question and words used to
answer the question are Right
There in the same sentence.

The answer is not in the story.
You need to think about what
you already know, what the author
tells you in the text, and how it
fits together.

Think and Search
(Putting it Together)

On My Own

The answer is in the story,
but you need to put together
different story parts to find it.
Words for the question and
words for the answer are not
found in the same sentence.
They come from different
parts of the text.

The answer is not in the story.
You can even answer the question
without reading the story. You
need to use your own experience.
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APPENDIX E

Story Frame

The story takes place - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

is a character in the story
who_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
is another character in the
story who - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - A problem occurs when - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

After that, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

and--------- - - ---------------~
The problem is solved when - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The story ends with - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

The teacher may wish to make the Story Frame simpler by providing
space for only one character and fewer major events in the story. On the
other hand, the teacher may desire to make the outline more complicated
by adding more spaces for additional characters and events. Also, the
teacher may want to vary the space provided for the various entries. He
or she no doubt will want to tailor the Story Frame to fit a specific title,
thereby providing a more prescriptive outline, once he or she becomes more
familiar with the activity.
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APPENDIX F
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APPENDIX G
Character Map

Adjective:

Adjective:

Examples in story:

Examples in story:

I

I

Character:

I

I

Adjective:

Adjective:

Examples in story:

Examples in story:
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